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ABSTRACT
After a .post-war.period in which Spanish dramatists
escaped into fantasy in an effort to avoid any subject which
could cause offense, Antonio Buero Vallejo has awakened the
modern Spanish theater (and its spectators) by demanding
that its attention be redirected toward reality*

He offers

drama with tragic undertones0 a concept of life presented on
stage to be studied and absorbed*'

His purpose is not so

much to entertain as to agitate, distract, awaken the
interest and moral consciousness of the spectator, leaving
him with a metaphysical problem to be probed and contem
plated for an answer he himself must find*
Buero sees the sadness in life, and his tragic
tendency stems from his observation of "the human tragedy*1”
He presents man9s struggle against the limitations of his
environment*

All of his characters are people involved in

this struggle, people motivated by desires, or goals and
aspirations which seem unattainable because of various cir
cumstances*'

No matter what degree of success they attain in

their struggle, Buero always sees the possibility of ful
fillment*1 The cruelty of life still exists, but a man whose
hope is not conquered will not be defeated*

v

CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
The theater-going public of Spain has generally felt
that, for the past two decades or so, their own contemporary
theater has been suffering a decline*

The main cause for

the beginning of such a trend can be traced to the outcome
of the Civil War (1936-39)» when political reasons caused
many writers to flee the country*

Left behind was a theater

greatly weakened by the loss of its major contributors (take,
for example, the exile of Alejandro Casona and his re
establishment in Argentina, or the tragic assassination of
Federico Garcia Lorca)*

The Spanish theater was floundering

and was desperate in its search for new talent, new strength,
and a new spirit*!
Critics continue to feel the presence of this postwar decadence, and offer a variety of reasons for its
continuance*

Some claim that, in addition to the lack of

intelligent authors and fervent actors, people generally
have lost the habit of going to the theater; there are too
many other diversions vying for their attention*’ Others
blame the economic situation— -the high price of tickets, and
1. See Domingo Perez linik, Teatro europeo
r&ieo: Su libertad y compromises (Madrid* Ediciones

1

2
the improbability of producers8 taking a chance on a play
that doesn't promise a big box office.^
In catering to the wants of the majority, the
theater has relied on overworked themes and conventionalisms
relating to other times and other problemso: It has suffered,
too, the limitations placed upon it by the official censor.
But perhaps the most discerning criticism is that
one directed at the character of the public itself,'

Too

much of the public today is seeking only to be entertained.
It is a small minority indeed that has intellectual tenden
cies and is not frightened by a dramatic encounter with
problems and truths
The result of all these various influences has been
two major trends in dramatic treatments
and a theater of anguish or angustia,^

a theater of escape
Alejandro Casona

took the first route— that of a poetic flight from reality,
an evasion of what could, or should be grappled with on the
contemporary stage.

The dramatist of the other philosophy

makes himself witness and interpreter of the real world,
confronting himself with the truths of life.

It is a

'
Juan B, Castellano, "El estado actual del teatro
esnahol,11 Hispanla» XLI (December, 1958), 431,
3 o'- Juan !,' Castellano, MUn..Nuevo Comediografo
Espahol$ .Antonio Buero Vallejo," Eisoania, XXXVII (March,
1954), 17,
4,: H,! Manzanares de Cirre, "El Realism© Social de
Buero Vallejo," Revista Hisnanioa Moderna, Aho XXVII (JuneOctober, 19ol), 322,

theater of ideas, a theater of intellectual agitation.

And

the man who has appeared to be most proficient, the most
sensitive in the employment of this philosophy is Antonio
Buero Vallejo,
Buero8s entrance into Madrid's theatrical world
caused the critics to stir.

After seeing productions of

Buero8s first three plays, E, E, Tecglen proclaimed:
Hasta ahora, el drama espahol=*=-por defini cion, y
dejando aparte buenas excepciones— era un drama
externo, de gestos y palabras, de situaciones
violemtas, gritos desaforados y coneeptos altisonantes, con situaciones en las que diffcilmente se
podia identificar el espectador; y en la obra
de
Buero Vallejo, en cambio, el drama es intemo y
profundo ,=5
Torrente Ballester thought him the most interesting of the
post=-war dramatists, and the only one in whose production
could be seen a thematic and esthetic continuity, a style,
and above all, "una elara voluntad de expresion y creacion,1*^
According to a poll organized by the Institute de
Opinion Publica in 1952, Buero was surpassed only by Jacinto
Beuavemte as the favorite dramatist among the literaryand
theatrical people.

On a list of favorite dramas, he was

only writer to receive three listings:

the

En la Ardiente

Oscuridad,.Eistoria de una Esoalera, and La Tejedora de
5V Eduardo Haro Tecglen, review of Em la Ardiente
OsGuridad, cited in Teatro Esnahol (1950=1951), 2nd ed,
6, Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, Panorama de la
Literatura Esnanola Contemporanea (Madrid: Ediciones
Guadarrama, 8,1,,, 1956), p,1 470,

Suenoso^

Who is this author, this recent arrival to the

theater, and what does he offer to the public that the
critics consider so praiseworthy?
Antonio Buero Vallejo was born September 29» 1916,
in Guadalajara, the son of a military engineer,'

After

receiving his bachillerato, he studied at the Escuela de
Bellas Artes in Madrid,

During the war he served as a

medical assistant in the Republican army.

Afterwards, he

spent six years in prison, being released in 19^5=

Although

his first love had been painting, during his years of
imprisonment he developed a new interest in the theater.

He

painted only enough to earn a living, and during the period
1S&6-&9. while he was trying to establish himself as a play
wright, he also wrote for the cinema.
His first success came in 194-9 when he received the
11Lope de Vega" prize for Historia de una Esoalera,
prize is awarded annually to a new play.

This

Part of the prize

includes the right to am opening in the Teatro Espahol of
Madrid,1 Buero8s play began its first run there» amid much
interest and acclaim by the critics,-

In the same year he

received the "Amigos de los Quintero" award, always given to
a one-act play, for Las Palabras en la Arena,^

In such

7
Juan R, Gastellano, introduction to Antonio
Buero Vallejo, Bn la Ardiente Oscurldad (lew Yorks Charles
Scribner8s Sons, 1954-), pp, xi-xii.

manner dawned, a new theatrical career, and a promising one,
for the contemporary theater of .Spain 0'
If one were to try to define the characteristics of
Buero8s works, one would have to say that there are no grand
innovating techniques or devices=

The plots, generally, are

simple, in the sense of being compact <> Subordinate themes
are'kept to a minimum, or do not exist at all to detract
from his major preoccupationso-

The best example of this

unified treatment (excluding his one-act play) is found in
Madrugada, in which Buero adheres to the so-called classical
unitieso

But he is never hampered by form in the construc

tion of his three-act plays, as one may observe from his
descriptive sub-titles o' Also, he employs everyday language
that fits naturally with his characters, who are themselves
of humble circumstance o!
Although Buero is essentially a realist, he uses
certain fantastic elementso

These devices contribute a sym

bolic effect in his portrayal of the essential meanings of
life.

In spite of the well defined settings in his dramas,

his themes overstep the bonds of time and spaceo

Ibsen is

his major source of inspiration, and his use of symbolism
approaches that used by the more progressive theater of
Giraudoux of Prance and by Tennessee Williams of the United
Stateso-9

For example, Buero recreates a Biblical parable in

6
Las Palabras en la Arena, adds a new twist to the Greek myth
of Penelope and Ulysses in La Te.iedora de Suenos, and manip
ulates historical characters to his own purpose in Las
Meninas and Sohador nara um Puebloo

In La Sehal aue se

Bsnera he makes use of other legendary and folk elementso'
The blindness represented in En la Ardlente Qscuridad sym
bolizes the blindness in which all men live due to the limi
tation of their finite minds«

He is skillful with these

theatrical devices because he understands the value that can
be gained with their careful use, and because he has a
sensitivity to that which makes technically “good theatero”
Suer©'also possesses a strong sense, a consciousness, of the
dramatic»! In Madrugada, a drama in which the rhythm and
pacing of each action is of utmost importance, he best uses
this inherent sense to control each climax and to maintain
the anxiety and tension until the moment for release.
But beyond his knowledge of theatrical effects is
the real essence of Buero Vallejo— his knowledge and under
standing of people o' Buero has a prof ound interest in the
values of human nature,

His characters are ordinary types

that find themselves struggling against the circumstances of
a material world, circumstances that influence their ambi
tions and their desires.
in life:

The people seek what is significant

love, justice, faith, peace, truth.

It is a

search for the idealistic, one which often requires faith
and a spiritual solution, and at times, ends in desperation.

But the playwright offers no solution*

He does not believe

that he has to have an explanation or a solution*

For him,

a drama is neither a treatise nor an essay, but the responsibility of presenting life as it is, am "onda fugitiva*"^^
And that fleeting wave is the path man travels in his ideal
istic struggle against the limitations which surround him*'
En Buero Vallejo se agitan, como pajaros en la
jaula, la idealidad del vuelo y la realidad del
suelo,* La vida de la tragedia y la tragedia de la
vida*11
Some critics call him pessimistic, a dramatist of despera
tion*

It is not a pessimism but an anguished sincerity:

11sine eri dad al plant ear se en cada una de las piezas cue
lleva a las tablas la razon de un problema*'"12

What he

tries to present is all of us, all of humanity*1
There are, to be sure, certain inclinations toward
the tragic*

On the average, everyday characters of modest

means, products of an equally average society, are superim
posed passion*death, fate, anguish and the supernatural
being— all elements of tragedy*
a surprise in the public's eyes*

This return to tragedy was
It had not been popular in

, Veinte Anos de Teatro en
10* Alfredo
(Madrid: Seleeciones Gr;
o
11*' Cristobal Gastro, review of La Te.iedora de
Buenos, cited in Teatro Esnahol (1951-1952), 2nd ed*
{Madrid:Aguilar, 1962), p*: 285*

previous years„

The author likes tragedy wpor lo que tiene

de ennoblecedora y moralizante del hombre y del teatroo11^^
Tragedy does not consist of a predestined catastrophe» but
of a series of events in which exist tragic elements, in a
life that reflects the whole of our existenceos For example,
En la Ardlente Oscuridad reveals a tragic tone in intent,
subject matter and plot0‘ The light of the happy world
created by the students fades to a glimmer, and 11el olima se
hace ma:s agobiante y sombrfoe1”*1'^’ There is a trngi® touch in
Historia de una Esealera when it seems that destiny and a
sense of the fatality of the human condition make it impos
sible ;for the people who are entrapped in a vicious neverending cycle of life to better themselvesV
All these tendencies, not pertaining to any estab
lished "school" of the period, have been formed into an -ismo
of his own, appropriately labeled buerlsmoo It is defined as
a manner of being and of understanding the problems of our
time o' The goal of man includes fighting for a better world,
where injustice is no longer possible, and where man, liber
ated from his "angustia vital, de su inconfOrmismo," advances,
confident and sure, in search of "la perfeecion comuno11^
13° Jose Sanchez (edo), introduction to Antonio
Buero Vallejo, Historia de una Esealera (New York: Charles
Scribner* s SonsT~i955J „ Po' xiVo1
l4o

larquerfe, 02o; cito <■ p 0 183<.

15y Sergio Nerva, review of Las Cartas Boca Aba.io.
cited in Teatro Esuanol (1957~1958) (Madrid: Aguilar, 1939),
p. 3o‘

9
From a reading of all of Buero8s works, it appears
that, without exception, a certain type of character evolves
from each one, a character which seems to embody these pre
occupations of the playwrighto

He is the dreamer, a man not

content in his surroundings, in the world that exists for
hiBo

He is seeking something beyond, something which he

cannot attain®

Sometimes he succeeds; sometimes he is

defeated by the society in which he lives o' The plays in
which he appears can be arranged in three convenient classi
fications (although not a rigid grouping, for many plays
could fit into more than one category depending on what
aspects or characters were stressed)o
The first group of dreamers are those who are
involved in conflict with the society in which they live®
They are men distinct from the mass, gifted with a Msight”
which others cannot fathom0 They try to share this vision
with others®

But they are rejected, ridiculed, labeled

false prophets and rebels, even insane®

They are sometimes

ostracized, if not killed, to keep them from becoming a
menace to society®

For man lives imprisoned in a cave by

his spiritual blindness, and he will not be led toward the
light; he is content to live in the world of shadows, for
there he is happy and s e c u r e T h i s type of dreamer-rebel
becomes more symbolic in mature than the main characters of

16®

I® Manzanares de Girre, on® oit®, p®1 320®
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the other dramas» because he represents a certain brand of
individual<,■ Bather than an “Everyman,” he represents the
man others would like to dare to be*

He would be the

enlightener of mankind, if mankind would let him,'

The rebel

quality comes out most strongly in the character of Ignacio
in En la Ardiente Oscurldad. although I also include in my
discussion (in the order in which they opened)s

Palabras en

la Arena, Sohador nara un Pueblo, Las leninas» El Conoierto
de Ban Ovldiov and Aventura en lo Gris,'
In the second and third groups fall characters who
have more personal motives for their dreams and who are less
symbolic,5 In the second group I have placed the three women
who search for love, the protagonists of La Te.ledora de
Suenos, Madrugada, and Irene, o el Tesoro,

These women,

though strong-willed underneath, are romantic rather than
rebellioush They are not rebelling against society, but
seeking love, a private pursuit.
The third group of characters might be called the
modern-day tragic protagonists, characters like Willie Loman
of Arthur Miller8s Death of a Salesman,' They are individ
uals of humble station, caught up in the daily struggle of
achieving the materialistic means with which to enjoy life,
with which to find happiness,

I include here Historia de

una Esealera. La Sehal que se Esnera, Hoy es Fiesta and Las
Cartas Boca Aba .to, for in none of these works is there just
one character who carries the.main theme, but many— making

11
man8s conflict with society a struggle of all members in it o'
The characters of these works are, perhaps, the most reveal
ing images of ourselves»
The following discussion (Chapter Two) presents
Buero8s outcasts, the prophets and rebels undesired by a
complacent society o' Each protagonist clashes with humanity
and its mass ideals, and is driven to despair by the unre
sponsive will of the people he would helpo

A dreamer unable

to share his dream with others, he faces frustration,
embitterment, disillusionmento

But those who truly repre

sent this duality of dreamer-rebel, those created by Buero
to portray man8s ideal image, cannot be deterred from their
course by these confrontations.

They react defiantly (in

various degrees) and, though they suffer rejection or even
death, they are not conquered in d e f e a t E a c h leaves behind
something which cannot be extinguished, even if it be only a
spark, a seed of that same rebellious, inquisitive, ideal
istic spirit in the soul of another.

CHAPTE1 TWO
Las Palabras en la Arena
Tragedia en mi aeto
Opening: December 19, 19^9
featro Espanol» Madrid
Premie de la Aseoiaeion de
Amigos de los Quintero
The plot of Las Palabras en la Arena centers around
the well-known Biblical incident in which Christ stops selfrighteous scribes and Pharisees from stoning a woman guilty
of adulteryo

In the Bible He cautions them against setting

themselves up as judges by saying, MLet him who is without
sin cast the first stone o'* (John 8:?)

In the play, Buero

has fabricated an additional incident from which springs all
the subsequent action*

To each of the accusers present at

the temple He addresses an inscription in the sand— brief
and revealing*

They have called the woman an adulteress; He

labels them as robber of the poor, corruptor of young women,
hypocrite and lecher*

For one of the men, he writes the

word "murderer" in the sand.

This ominous label is a fore

cast which becomes a tragic realization for the young man
when he arrives home to discover the adulterous conduct of
his own wife.
The entire incident involving Christ occurs off
stage*

It is witnessed in classic Greek style by a servant,
12

on-stage„ who views the ooourrenoe and relates it to her
mistresso1 The character of Christ never appears on stage*
but his off-stage encounter with the scribes is the topic
which forms the core of the dialogue among the other charac
ters,

Having left the embarrassing situation rather

abruptly, the scribes meet again on the road leading from
the t e m p l e T h e rivalry existing between the Pharisees and
Saddueees is evident as they accuse each other of being
afraid and of fleeing from the Rabbi

Each man recognizes

the truth in what was written for the others, but won’t
accept his own accusation as plausible,'
says of Him:

Eliu, the scribe,

"To os digo que el galileo es mago y tiene

poder de adivinacion,1 Se equivoco conmigo, pero ,

,

The

truth hurts; but more than that, there is an element of
fear.

They are afraid of the truths He has written about

them because it reveals His knowledge of them,'

His insight

into their own personalities is viewed as a power probably
demoniacal; the possibility that it is a Cod-sent gift is
hardly considered,*

It is fear which causes the Pharisee to

suggest Jesus’ execution,

Hatatfas finds Justification for

such an action in the Scripture:
“Ho daras ofdo a las palabras de tal profeta, ni
a tal sohador de suehos; porque Jehova vuestro Dios
os prueba para saber si le amais," % tambien: "El
tal profeta o sohador de suehos ha de ser muerto;
por cuanto trato de rebel!on contra Jehova vuestro
Dios,"

-

.

•

14

Jesus is called a Mdreamer ot dreams,11 a prophet rebelling
against God*

But regardless of reasons given verbally» it

is really the threat they feel to their own security that
makes these Jews fearful of such a mane’ Jesus8 followers»
seeing and understanding Him for the gentle teacher that He
is, and wanting to share in His vision of a better world,
have honored Him with the title of rabbi or mastero! For the
others, non-believers, the only rabbis are those in the
templeso

He is an outsider, trying to disrupt and destroy

the old concepts of law and justice, bringing a new philoso
phy which they cannot shareJ

And to save the old way of

life, they would kill the reformer to protect the masses
from what they believe to be radical ideas,
Buero does not develop this character or this con
flict any further, for his main interest here is in showing
the consequences of Christ8s forecast to the young man o' The
reality of the descriptive labels given to the other men
already exists, but the one directed at Asaf does not find
fulfillment until the last climactic scene of the drama.
The young man, in a fit of rage at learning of his wife8s
unfaithfulness, murders her and, in the last line of the
play, confesses that fearful word which brands him as a man
equally as sinful as the woman he had so openly condemned in
the first scenes.

This plot thread, then, is brought to a

climax rather than a further expansion of the Christchurchmen conflict ,= But we see planted here in the character

15
©f Chrisfc the seeds of a figure which will he developed more
profoundly In En la Ardlente Oscurldado:

En la Ardlente Oscurldad
Drama en tres actos
Openings December 1# 1950
Teatro Naclonal Marfa
Guerrero» Madrid
Buero chooses an unusual setting for this play— a
school for the blindo

His message, however, is not aimed at

them but at all of us and the spiritual blindness in which
we live*

All but one of the play8s major characters are

blind, and perhaps the most difficult problem for the
audience is identifying with these people and their problem,
Buero tries to help his public achieve some sense of the
limitations that face each of the characters through the use
of scenic effect.

Before the opening curtain, there is a

momentary total blackout "para prender al espectador en la
angustla de la oscurldad que para los personajes de la obra
es eterna,:"]-?

The contrast here is not between light and

darkness, as one might expect, but between two types of
darkness =' The conflict arises between "tinieblas felices y
luz ardlente © infelizv"*1*®
17,-

E,' H,' Teoglem, loo, eit,

18,1 ifez Crespo, review of En la Ardlente Oscurldad,
cited in Teatro Esnahol (1950=1951), 2nd ed, ''(Madrids"
Aguilar, 195?)» P° 99°
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The atmosphere of this school for the blind is one
of happiness and carefree optimism without limit«

Those

living in the ‘'tinieblas” are without problems or anxieties o'
The program followed by the school's director is geared to
the imitation of normal lives in every possible aspect
(within a blind person's limitations)=

Since all the stu=

dents are limited by the same physical defect» their lives
share a common ground and the bonds between them are strong»
In this haven they are happy and sure of themselveso

For

them, the school is a protection from the outside world»
Says Miguels
respira'o'W

“Es mueha ealle la calle „ amigos=' Aqur se

The school is a refuge, it is true? but at the

same time, it is a created artificial world*'
Into this world comes Ignacio, an outsider from the
beginning.

And with him comes discord and demoralization*

Ignacio is very conscious of his blindness*'

Unlike the

others, he will not permit himself to live nor to accept
their fiction and hypocrisy*

He perceives the absurdity of

the sickening felicity which continually envelops this
artificial islands

tl8Alegremente9 es la palabra de la casa*

Estais envenenados de alegrfa o'*V

Orel? que encontrarfa ,V*'

a mis verdaderos compaheros? no a unos ilusos,"

He doesn't

accept the school's methods nor the help of the others in
acquainting himself with the layout of the building*! He
insists on using his cane while the others abandon theirs at
the door, using them only for walking in the city*'

In the

1?
school they wish to forget this contact with the real world o'
But Ignacio always keeps his with him and taps all the more
loudly when there are others nearby*

He also insists on

calling them blind (sieges) rather than unseeing (invidentes),
as is the custom of the school*

He realizes that the others

insist on not sufferings they refuse to confront themselves
with their misfortune, “fingiendose una normalidad que no
existeo”
For him, the school is a deceitful existence o’ He
believes that only those who are sighted really live,
because they can see reality*

The blind do not have the

right to imitate those who can really sees but, on the other
hand, resignation is an impossibility:

“Aunque en este

deseo se comsuma esterilmente mi vida entera, 5quiero verl
o-o:o; Marehare solo, negandome a vivlr resignado*"

This atti

tude has an influence on the others *• The atmosphere of
before is disrupted completely*

Uneasiness grows among the

students as they sense the breakdown of the intimate bond
between them*

Carlos, one of the older students of the

institution and defender of its methods, reacts with vio
lences he must defend his world and that of the others*
school begins dividing into two camps:

The

those weakened by

the undermining of Ignacio, and those still looking to
Carlos for strength and conviction*'
Carlos and the director understand the bad influence
that Ignacio has had on the students*'

They feel the changed

18
complexion of the school0: Ignacio is destroying the Centero
Carlos tries to steal Ignacio1s authority from him in front
of the others „ "but it is Carlos who loses support „
has made many converts to his side*

Ignacio

He tells Carlos that

his misfortune is in "no sentir la esperanza que yo os he
trafdoo'"

Carlos accuses him of being an unbalanced fanatic

with a messianic complexv

It seems that Ignacio anticipates

death» because then, in that moment perhaps, he will see for
the first timeo

Carlos, on the other hand, wants to. live

life because he believes it has something to offer, whether
it be neither peaceful nor happyo4
In the midst of this struggle Ignacio dies under
mysterious circumstances6* With his death, his friends
denounce him*4 The school has gained its liberty from the
power of the rebel, but will the students be able to regain
that happy world they had known?

Hade conscious of their

affliction, they can now never be happy*

They have lost the

innocence that had been so carefully nurtured*
Ignacio is symbolic of human nature in its desire to
reach out into the great unknown, to know that which is
beyond its own limits*! The blindness of the students is the
darkness and uncertainty which surrounds man and makes him
fearful of the unknown*1 Ignacio is a complex combination of
the realist and the rebel*’ He is a realist who invades a
world of dreamers, yet he dreams of things unknown to him
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but reality for otherso

He rejects and, at the same time,

longs for that which is beyond his possession*
Life at the Center can return to normal o: But the
suspicion of dona Pepita8 wife Of the director, that Carlos
has been instrumental in Ignacio6s death is perhaps more
than merb suspiciono

She is the only sighted person at the

schoolo: Carlos’ reaction when she approaches him about his
part in Ignacio6s death shows aspects of Ignacio8s philosophy
taking root in Carlos s
monio de sus ojos?M

’’iComo se atreve a invocar el testi=

How Carlos is mot content; he cannot

enjoy the refound peace that once again reigns over the
Centero

His last speech shows the influence, the seeds of

strong-willed desire planted by Ignaciod1 Carlos has not
wono

With a philosophy of self-deception and compromise he

has failed to conquer the

realistol9

He resorted to murder

to protect his world? but it has gained nothing for him,
nothing but a burning desire like that which tormented
Ignacio o’ He is conscious mow of that beyond his grasp, of
the far-away stars, "Sal alcamee de muestra vistal1 isi la
tuvieramos dYct"
Buero explores a conflict that is one of man8s
greatest dilemmas?

Is the sense of life better fulfilled

looking for the fiction and forgetting the intimate problem,
or is it better to confront oneself with the reality of the
19 o Beth. Wo" Hoble, "Bound in the Plays of Buero
Vallejo." Hisnania, XLI (March, 1958). 57.

situation without evasion, however hard it may be?^0

Does

man choose fictional tranquility or long for the infinite?
Perhaps the decision is the difference between living and
only existing*

Carlos, seen at the beginning, is like his

colleagues a shell of a man, but the incompleteness of his
being is not dependent on his blindness*

It is Ignacio who

is the man of flesh and bone, suffering because he wants to
know the secret of his existence *

Buero does not make the

decision for us, but shows that the complete dominance of
one over the other is impossible*'

"El sohador mata al

realists, pero queda a su vez prendido por la semilla de la
amargura y la desesperacion *'"^2

Sohador para un Pueblo
Version libre de un
episodic historied
en dos partes
Dedicated to Antonio Machado
"que soho una Espaha joven11
Opening? December 18, 1958
Teatro Espahol, Madrid
:Sohador nara un Pueblo is a period play, dealing
with the reign of Carles III of Spain (1759-1788) and his
two Italian counselors Grimaldi and Esqullaehe*1 It occurs
20 *' E*'H= Tecglen, loc,' oit*
21*" . Isabel Magana de Schevill, ?'Do Iragioo en el
Teatro de Buero Vallejo," Bisoanofila, numero VII (September,
1959), 55v
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during a time of foreign; Influence ©a the Spanish throne and
the European movement of Enlightened Bespotism~=a movement
oarried out for the people, hut without the p e o p l e F r o m
the title alone, one guesses that the main character will
develop along the lines of those protagonists already diseussedo
Esquilaehe, the character of interest here, is a
dreamer, first and last o' He is an adviser to the king,
unique in his benevolent interest where the pueblo is eon«=
cernedo

He is not one of the charming two-faced men, out

for his own gains
Esquilaehe
no es uno de esos hombres encam=tadores qme tienen una cara para cada persona» vvo!
Mada quiere para s f E a [cara] de un hombre capaz
de enemistarse eon toda la nobleza espahola si tiene
que defender cualquier medida que pueda aliviar la
postracion de un paf s que agonizabao4
He has been responsible for many beneficial reforms, provide
ing instruction, charity, and food for the country0; He has
set up scholarships for young students of mathematics and
science, hoping that with time the country will reap the
benefit of their young mindss

“Si Bios nos ayuda, a la

vuelta de unos ahos el pars tendra’ gente apta para todo o"
When his proposal to build two frigates is cut in half by
the Gonsejo for the time being, he rejects the bill entirely.
He knows that if he passes it as is, the council will forget
23o "Todo para el pueblo, per© sin el pueblo0:"==
Eohader para un Pueblo, primera parte, character of
Ensenada,'
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about the other half of the bargain, and Esquilache feels
that the boats are Important replacements for the naval
losses in the war with Englando1 One of the household serv
ants comments that, since she came to Madrid six years ago,
the city is another place*

Before, it was nothing but a

garbage heap.
But in spite of all his good works, the people hate
him.'
ruler.

In their eyes he has turned Carlos III into a puppet
This attitude is reflected in the coolas sung on the

streets, about “Leopoldo primero, marque's de Esquilache,
Carlos, mi pupilo .. .'* Not only is he an Italian, a
foreigner running their country, but he and others in simi
lar positions are disliked because of their unworthiness for
the jobs they occupy.

Among the titled Spaniards, members

of the old nobility, he is regarded as a newcomer, and an
intruder who can never belong.

Esquilache defends his posi

tion by saying that he has remedied in three years the
abuses that have existed in Spain for the past three centu
ries, for, although the centuries were glorious ones, they
were very badly administered.'

Through hard work he has

earned his title, not through lineages

"Somos unos advene-

dlzos que saben trabajar y eso es imperdonable para la
antigua nobleza."
The people react adversely not only to foreigners,
but to anything foreigns

"El Consejo .,v alega que no es

prudente vlolentar una costumbre, aunque sea mala.'"
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Esquilaehe laments the fact that people will not change nor
suffer to turn to foreign strength and wisdom when the
Spaniards cannot supply it for themselvess
No hay cosa peor que estar muerto y no advertirlOo Sus sehorfas lamentam que los principales
ministros seam extramjeros, pero el rey nos trajo
consigo de Italia porque el pafs nos necesitaba para
levantarseo Las naciones tiemem que cambiar si no
qulerem morir definitivamente®' oo'o El que no qulere
cambiar eon los cambios del pafs se quedara solo®
The king shares Esquilache8s vision of change and
progress and wishes that Spain had more men like him;

"Eres

urn sohador ingenuo, eapaz de los mas fines eserupulos de
conGienciao"

He, too, is distressed at his people’s reac=

tion to many of Esquilache’s fine ideas0

He feels that the

Spaniards behave like infants, complaining when someone
washes their filth from them,'
satisfied with a tyranto

Perhaps they would be better

But, unfortunately, the king and

Esquilache are quite alone in their zeal for the common
good6 Neither can trust anyone in the palace«" Despite
their intentions, it is they who are the conspirators
against a majority, and murmurs of insurrection grow daily®
An hour of important decision falls to Esquilache
when the commoners revolt and march on the palace, demanding
his exile®

He cannot willingly believe that the cries heard

outside the palace are meant for him®'
as children lost in the darkness®

The men of Madrid are

The torches of their

revels give light, but not illumination®

The dirtiest city

in Europe has become the most beautiful thanks to his
effortso

He thinks it impossible that they do not recognize

this*
His innocent belief that all are trustworthy is
shattered when he learns that a man he considered his friend
was instrumental among the nobility, pulling strings to
encourage the commoners8 rebellion*1 This friend, the
Marques de la Ensenada, nourished a growing hate for
Esquilache when the Italian replaced him in office*

The

marques, of course, feels that he has been of more value to
the position*

Esquilache tells him flatly that anyone is of

greater value than he if he lives for something other than
himself*1 Unlike Esquilache, Ensenada cannot believe in any
thing because he cannot believe in the pueblo*

The tragedy

of governing, says he, is in discovering that the pueblo
does not exist*

Esquilache, on the other hand, believes

that there is no government that can keep itself from col
lapsing if it does not dream that dream*
His idealistic world, however, is crashing down
around him and reality begins dawning when he is made to
feel like a prisoner in the palace*

He is convinced that

the king has abandoned him to his fate when he learns that
Carlos has met with the Gonsejo Heal without him*
is not the case*

But such

The king8s great trust in his advisor8s

judgment is seen when he lets Esquilache decide his own
fate*1 He can follow the Consejo8s, advice to exile himself
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(giving in to the people's demands)» or he ean stay and the
kingwill back him
a civil war.

with royal authority, running the risk of

This is Esquilaohe's supreme moment of power,.

He must choose wello1 ' He could retain his position, gaining
back his power little by little, and thereby continue to
mold Spain in the image he has, set for hero-

But he cannot

stand the thought of plunging the country into civil war,
and as a result, destroying all he has thus far established.
With pain and yet with dignity he tells Carlos to accept the
petitions of the rebels and avoid war,1
Carlos?

4Hemos sohado, Leopold©? 4Hay
un pueblo ahf abajo?
Esquilache? Hemos hecho lo que debramoSo
Esquilache

sacrifices himself and all he has dreamed

of in order to stop the terrors that surely would have led
to war,'

He has, at least, the satisfaction of knowing that

what he has accomplished will not be destroyed,

Rejected by

the people he would help, he must give up a hope for an even
brighter future to. gain a greater good for the present.
The play can be interpreted on various levels.

On

the first plane, it concerns a powerful man who falls from
his position.

More than that, he is am idealist who clashes

with an unyielding reality,1 And lastly, it presents the
problem of "las dos Espanas1’^

and the kind of thinking that

24, Rafael Vazquez Zamora, review of 8chador para
un Pueblo, cited in Teatro Esuahol (1958=1959) (Madrid?
Aguilar, i960), p,' 199»
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has kept it from its place among the more progressive
nationso
Without doubt» Esquilache is better viewed as
Buero’s creation than as an authentic historical character<>
He is a symbol of intelligence applied to political power
and of the "afan de asomarse al exterior sin dejar de ser
patriotas, y del noble deseo de sanear, educar» modernizar y
fortalacer a la patria con todos los medios a su alcanceo"^
But, as is the case with Buero8s other dreamers and ideal
ists, he meets an insurmountable opposition in the very ■
people he would enlighten

Las Meninas
Fantasfa velazqueha
en dos partes
Openings December 9» i960
Teatro Espahol, Madrid
Premio Marfa Holland, i960
The protagonist of Las Meninas, as in
un Pueblo, is an actual historical character— the Spanish
painter Velazquez o' Buero has taken several historically
known episodes from the painter’s life and, supplying fic
tion where fact was unavailable, has woven together a
sequence of action which did not really happen, so far as we
know, but which may have happened.

Buero has chosen to

treat aspects of Velazquez's career and personality which
2 5 o'
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will probe some of life's deeper problems and will demand
the same type of decision of Velazquez as was necessary for
EsquilacheBuero8s Velazquez is "menos metido en sf mismo del
que nos ha dado a conocer la Hlstoria, y mticho mas propenso
a la rebeldfa» a la crftica de las instituciones y de los
hechos candentes de su tiempoo*11^^
the times in which he lives*

Velazquez rebels against

He is strong in his "censura

acerba contra los excesos de poder, la arbitrariedad» la
injusticia, el abuso y la opresiono"^?

The reasons for dis

content in the court and among the pueblo are many:

the

palace servants have not received their salary for three
months nor their rations for the last five days*

The war is

going badly, there is no money in the treasury, and the
people are hungry*-

The marques, the king's counselor, is no

example of a good politician*

He closes his eyes to many of

these situations and talks the king into more extravagances
which the treasury cannot afford*

His first suggested

remedy is always raising taxes, and there are subtle impli
cations by Velazquez that the marques has been pocketing,
money*

It is in this atmosphere of great moral decadence in

26* Federico Carlos Sainz de Robles, introduction
to Teatro Espahol(1960-1961) (Madrid:
Aguilar, 1962), p*
xvi*
.27 o’ Alfredo Marquerfe, review of Las Heninas, cited
in Teatro Espahol (1960-1961) (Madrid:
Aguilar, 1962), p*
71 o
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Spain that "Velazquez creates the school of impressionism, a
way of painting that involves itself with an obsessive
search for truth.^8
Velazquez’s house is filled day after day with
respectful disciples, and the king honors him with his
friendship, but Velazquez feels very much alone.'

None of

them really understand what it is he is trying to accomplish
in his arts
uno pinta.

”Es triste no saberse pasar sin ensehar lo que
No es vanidad; es que siempre se pinta para

alguien ... a quien no se encuentra."'

His technique

involves a new way of perceiving and interpreting reality,
and he first discovers this secret with the realization that
the colors "dialogan entre sf.”

He is enthusiastic about

this new technique because it will free the artist from
previous limitations of his expressions

“Si acertaramos a

mirarlas [las cosasj de otro modo que los antiguos, podrfamos pintar hasta la sensacion del hueco.“
But none of his colleagues seem to understand this,
nor does his wife dona Juana.1 Velazquez laments his soli
tude in this venture and feels that he needs someone “que me
ayude a sorportar el tormento de ver claro en este pafs de
ciegos y de locos."

Ironically, the person who supplies him

with this support is not a fellow artist but an old friend
.

28. "Torrente Ballester, review of Las Meninas,
cited in Teatro Esnahol (1960~196l) (Madrids 4guilar,
1962), on.' 73^7^ nasslmo"1
'v"'
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who had posed for him years before,

Pedro is an old man,

almost blind; yet he sees all that to which the others are
blind.
From time to time, Velazquez's paintings cause much
stir among the other artists of the court for their daring
manner of presentation,'

"Las Meninas," they claim, is scan

dalous,1 No one else would think of transferring such a
trivial thing to such a large canvas.

The painting really

shows Velazquez6s egoism and rebellious attitude.

He has

painted himself very large in the painting; the King and
Queen are only reflected in a small mirror.

The dwarfs and

the dog are painted with as much importance as the Infanta,
Their opinions reflect only how scandalous they think the
painting is.
In strange contrast are the understanding observa
tions of Pedro,'

He notes the serene painting, with all of

Spain's sadness within.

He comments on the "fantasmas

vivos," the "cuadro de pobres seres salvados por la luz,"
the "tanta belleza en medio, de tanto dolor,"

He observes

the dog that looks like a lion and is ironically named Leon,
"El le<5n espahol ya no es mas que un perro," says Pedro,
showing that he has perceived the picture of Spain's deca
dence on the canvas before him.
But cries of real scandal arise when it is learned
that Velazquez Is working on a painting of a nude Venus,
The work was to be kept secret, but the artist's wife.

thinking she was helping him by disobeying, showed it to her
cousin o' Now she does not know if she has helped or harmed
her husband8s career, as the rumors have caused both excite
ment and alarm o' Nudes have never been painted by Spaniards 5
Velazquez8s is the firstc As a result, loud complaints are
made to the king, and Velazquez is called before a board to
answer for his painting«' He encounters a wall of closed
minds, debauched by 11la falsfa y la mentira" of the times0
His cousin accuses him of a lascivious work, to which
Velazquez replies that the lasciviousness does not exist in
the mind of the painter but in the eyes of the beholder=
The other court artist adds more criticisms, and these
reveal the main reasons why Velazquez is not understood as a
painter, but misunderstood as being unfaithful and disloyal
to Spain and its kings

he has painted only one canvas show

ing Spain8s glory in battle; in the few religious paintings
he has done, he emphasizes the human element in the divine;
he is indifferent in his treatment of royal subjects, giving
himself more to the painting of dogs and buffoons of the
court0
This general feeling, plus Velazquez8s starting a
dangerous precedent by painting something prohibited by the
court, endangers his position as court painter.
must make a decision,,

Velazquez

The king will pardon him for a few

words of faithfulness and loyaltyv

Velazquez feels that the

choice is between a life of lies which could bring him
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benefits, or the truth, which might be dangerous to his
career.

Keeping in mind Pedro’s advice that he lie if neces

sary for the benefit of his work, which is real, he offers
the king the "verdad esteril , , de mi profunda, de mi irre
mediable rebeldfa,'
cioso

Estamos viviendo de mentiras o de silen-

Yo he vivido de silencios, pero me niego a mentir,"
To accept his work, the king must accept "Velazquez

as he is, for he is his work, rebellious and uncompromising,
His first duty is to his art, a never-ending search for
truth amid an artificial and decadent semblance of reality.
This man, too, is an historical character whose
background has been creatively embellished by Buero to serve
a greater purpose than mere historical representation.

Like

his counterparts, he, too, encounters resistance to his new
or unconventional philosophies.

When faced with making a

decision he chooses that route which is in best keeping with
his character,1 We are not told, through means of the drama,
what outcome resulted from that decision, but history has
more or less answered the question for us.

The audience is

invited to judge for itself the wisdom of his decision when,
in the final scene, figures assemble in the darkness and the
masterwork "Las Meninas" slowly takes form in the dim
lights.
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El Gonoierto de San Ovi&io
Parabola en tres actos
Openings

November 16 , 1962
Teatro Goya, Madrid

El Gonoierto de San Ovtdio, too, is a period play,
taking place in France in the year 1771, during the reign of
Luis X V 0; Our interest is directed to .another institution
for the blind, a shelter established in the thirteenth
century for blind beggars who, despite their residence in
the Hospicio as it is known, still carry on their almscollecting as a principal means of livelihood^

The time is

shortly before the fair held in Paris each September to
celebrate the festival of San OvidiOo
Valindin, a fair entrepreneur and a mastermind at
making money, wishes to engage some blind musicians to serve
as an orchestra at M s c a f e U n f o r t u n a t e l y » his false sense
of benevolence has deluded him into thinking that his greedy
motives are secondary/ He believes himself to be a philan
thropist but, for him, philanthropy is a means to an end,
"un negocio barato para el feriante que supone el escamio
de seis seres humanoso11^^

What he has in mind is neither

good nor beautiful, but a cruel spectacle that will bring a
gawking audience to laugh at and ridicule fellow human
beihgSo1
29/ ingel Fernandez-Santos, review of Las Heninas,
cited in Teatro Esoahol (1960-1961) (Madrid?. Aguilar,

1962), Po: 76.
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Among the blind musicians it is David who stands out
as the thinker of the group, the man sensitive to lifeo

He

sees in this engagement a chance to prove to the world that
the blind are like other men and not sick animalsV

In the

Hospicio the men have nothing to do but wait for death» and
they die little by little*

By agreeing to do the concert,

they can earn a living, and "el hambre mania*"
David is an idealist and a dreamer*

Embittered by

his condition, he searches for a concrete way of transcend
ing his blindness*

His desire to lead a normal life is

expressed by his belief in Melania de Salignac*

We never

know if she really exists or is mere myth*1 She is David's
Dulcinea, a blind woman who reportedly has learned to read,
and has studied many languages, sciences and music*'

She

represents the achievements for which they would all hope— ■
or, for which a man like David would strive*

He dares to

dream of things the others will never let themselves think
about*
it*

He accuses the others of being dead and not knowing

They are cowards for not trying things they think

impossible*

But one must have strong desire and David is a

man of action*

He is not always governed by clear ideas,

but by a developed instinct for struggle*'3®
something is half the battles

Wanting to do

"oTodo es quererT

Y si no lo

30* Angel Fernandez-Santos, review of El Conoierto
de San Ovidio, Indioe de Artes y Letras, ladrid, (January,
1963b P*: 21*
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querels, resignaos como mujerzuelas a esta muerte en vida
que nos aplasta."
David’s goal is a normal life, and emulating Melania
is a means of achieving that goalo1 Learning to play the
violin is one concrete step along the path that she has
takeno

It is for her that he plays, her that he seeks0

As

did Ignacio, David wants to find the same desires and dreams
among his companions0
someo'

But they are content and unadventure-

So in his mind he "builds this image, and longs for an

encounter with "esa ciega, que comprenderfaJ"
He not only convinces the others to agree to the
contract, but desires to go beyond that0! A single melody
for all the violins is too easy.

He would rather have

different harmony for each instrument, though for the others,
less talented than he, the task of learning would be almost
impossible0: But when he decides on a positive course of
action there is no stopping halfway.'

If it is to be music,

then it will be music as music should be.'
David’s dreams of something great and grand suffer
disillusionment when he learns Valindin’s real purpose.

The

elegant costumes they are supposedly wearing are a masquer
ade to convert them into "payasos."

A large peacock hangs

over the stage, a symbol of stupidity.

One ofthe musicians

is dressed as King Midas, and what he thinks is a crown is
really a set of ass’s ears.’ When David confronts Valindin
with this cruel deception and pleads not to have them
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humiliated like imbeciles» Valindin shows his insensitivity,
to them and to life:'
iPero oomereisr SDejad que rfan$: «Todos nos
refmos de todos; el mundo es una gran ferial1 IY yo
soy empresario y se lo que quierenl eEnanos., tontos,
oiegos, tullidosl' SPues a darseloi" 5Y a refr mas
que ellosl $Y a comer a su costal1
David is still reluctant, but for the sake of the others and
the bond of their contract, he submits.

But even in the

midst of such humiliating buffoonery, he still dreams of
real orchestra, and of writing accompaniment for the melo
dies:

"»Cuando volvamos en febrero, seremos una verdadera

orquestai

$Seremos hombres, no los perros sabios en que nos

ha convert!doT"
Another conflict which must be examined here is one
which develops between David and his close friend Donato,
This young man is very much like a son to David and he has
taught Donato all he knows about music,'

This close bond

begins to separate with the mutual interest of both men in
Adriana, Valindin*s mistress,

Donato had a very cruel

experience with a woman in his youth, but he is finally
beginning to overcome his fear and mistrust with Adriana*s
friendship,'

She is the first person, with the exception of

David, that has been able to bring him out of his shell of
self-pity, and his feelings about keeping her are very
strong,'
David, knowing Adriana for what she is-— Valindin*s
lover— will not believe that her interest in any of them is

real*

He thinks she is only playing with Donato8s emotions„

a game which could be tragic for the sensitive youth.

She,

on the other hand, has been kind to Donato in order to win
David5s approval.

Peeling trapped with Valindin just as

they are, she sees in David the kind of real man she has
been waiting for all her life,5 David shies away from this
attention, denying that blind men are men, until she accuses
him of fearing,.not women, but life itself.

She attacks his

ideal of Melania, calling it his refuge from belief in the
human race, for he cannot believe good of anyone of flesh
and bone,:
When David, led by uncertain motives, kills Valindin,
he places justice in the hands of Adriana,'

It is her deci

sion whether to pardon him or turn him over to the authori
ties,'

(There is a similarity here to Carlos8 reproach to

dona Pepita for using the testimony of her eyes when David
says he will not hand himself over to the ”justioia de los
videntes,'” ) Adriana has taken the place of Melania in his
hearts she is the one "que c o m p r e n d e r i a H e has returned
some of his faith to the world of reality by giving up a
dream, seemingly hopeless, for something closer, within his
reach,-

But this, too, is to be denied him, for Donato,

driven by jealousy, gives the authorities the information
they need to prove that David is the murderer,-

The man who

wanted so much to be a musician has been no more than a

murderer,,

But his final gesture is pardon for Donato» in a

rather melodramatic final sceneo‘
Buero has weakened his purpose here by developing
and pursuing the love relationship„ for it obscures and
replaces his original objective motivation which was to
develop the conflict between David and Valindin.^

Earlier

in the play Buero had had a protagonist as striking and as
strong-willed as the others:

rebellious like Ignacio, a

defender of his art like Velazquez, and a dreamer of great
things for his charges like E s q u i l a c h e H e was opposed by
the exploiting Valindin,%a man who denied him a life as a
man o' The conflict was well established, but now we are not
sure if he kills Valindin because of his oppression or
because he is an obstacle to David's possession of Adriana*'
The latter consideration (the love interest) overshadows the
former (the symbolic conflict)5 his condition as a man in
love dominates his condition as a man*^^

Nevertheless, the

emphatic characteristics of David's personality still per
tain to the essential Buero-type protagonistc
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Aventura en lo Gris
Dos actos y un sueno
Openings October 1 , 19&3
Teatro Club Recoletos,
Madrid
Aventura en lo Gris, one of Buero8s more recent
ventures9 continues his examination of the conflicts occur
ring between dreamer and realist o' It is interesting to note
that his employment of this theme shows a full circle of
developmento

The first version of Aventura en lo Gris was

actually written in 19^9 , several months previous to his
first theater openingo

The play was not authorized imme

diately and, in the meantime, a foreign play of similar
theme appeared0

Buero shelved.his play until 19^3 when,

since the idea was still a preoccupation for him, he decided
to rework it for presentation,*33
Buero foregoes his preference for historical back
grounds this time and chooses a modern day setting, a small
fictitious European nation named Buralia,-

The dictator

ship's armies, defeated in their invasion of neighboring
countries, have brought about the collapse of the government,'
Hitler's Nazi Germany might be a reasonable comparison, and
it is a safe assumption that this was In Buero8s mind when
he began the play in 19^9°'
.

A sad collection of people of varied types and back

grounds have gathered at the last government shelter a few
33 o

Ibid,'' '\

miles inside the border=
advancing enemy troops»

They are all fleeing before the
The naivete of an uninformed public

is demonstrated in the character of Georgina, a young woman
who expects dinner to be served in the shelter and the trains
to be running their regular schedule?
tornado sus medidaso

"El Gobierno habra

No nos va a dejar aqui„"

She does not

understand that the government has ceased to exist»

The

citizenry is not only uninformed, but there is evidence of a
dictator’s efforts at brainwashing«

Silvano, a history pro

fessor, is among the group o' He had been expelled from the
university where.he taught because he was a pacifist and had
made certain predictions which the government thought were
endangering the morale of the country.

(Despite his expul

sion on grounds that he was a "derrotista," his predictions
came true.)

The government had not wanted men like Silvano

among their citizenry, but men like Carlos, a thoroughly
indoctrinated robot.'
Carlos, a soldier now out of action because of a
recent stay at a sanatorium, is a man who has fought, not
for his country, but because he could not live without a
leader.

As long as there was someone to direct his actions

and to think for him, Carlos had successfully filled his
role as part of a well-oiled machine,! The army has had
drummed into it the idea that it is making war on brutal
people who hate Suralia5s superior culture,

Carlos is dedi

cated and loyal, holding the beliefs his government would
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wish, despite the real truth that Suralia is jealous of her
neighbors8 flourishing industries*

The dictator Goldmann

had succeeded in obtaining complete control of the armies so
that he and his could continue tyrannizing the country and
control all those who would rather have the government do
their thinking for them*4
Now Goldmann himself is among those fleeing the
country, disguised in the hope that no one will recognize
him,

Silvano, however, knows who he is, and a hasty enmity

develops between them,'

But in the new situation, the dicta

tor and the professor find themselves on equal ground.
are men and nothing more.

They

All are fighting for survival and

man8s baser instincts come to the fore in the struggle,

A

laborer refuses to share his store of food, even refusing
help to a mother and her small infant,'
her jewels for a piece of bread.

Georgina gives away

Even among people facing a

common enemy, no one seems worried about man’s inhumanity to
man.
As a preface to the middle section of the play which
Buero calls "El Sueho," Goldmann and Silvano discuss the
nature of dreams.

Two opposite philosophies emerge which

show the contrasting personalities of the two men,

Goldmann

is a man of action, who faces life’s stark reality— "Los
suehos deforman la vida,: Y a la vida hay que mirarla cara a
oara.

Sonar es faena de mujeres ,v,' o de contemplativos,"

Silvano does fit into Goldmann8s category of "contemplativos,"
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He Is a thinker» a man of ideas and theories:
Yo sueho muoho
easi a todas horas o>'o‘
Inoluso con los ojos abiertoso ooY
.Aprender a sonar serfa aprender a vivlr.' Todos
sohamos con nuestros inconfesables apetitos y soltamos durante la noohe a la fiera que nos poseeo1 ooV
En el sueho es donde tocamos nuestro fondo mas
verdaderOo
All that Silvano says isborne out by the occurrences
remainder of the scene»

in the

Goldmann8s secretaryAna,feeling

trapped in a loveless relationship after so many years of
faithful service, is attracted to Silvano o’ Georgina, too,
is attracted to the soldiero; Carlos harbors a deep hostility
for Isabel, the young woman he has accompanied to the
sheltero

Once his sweetheart, she now carries with her an

infant, the child of an invading enemy soldier o' All these
emotions, which have until now lain beneath the surface,
emerge during the night as the characters "act out" their
subconscious desireso! The true self of each man is given
voiceo

The dawn discloses that, sometime during the night,

the young mother Isabel has been murdered.
Our first thought is of Carlos,
he must have done it.

He, too, believes

But Silvano is more perceptive.

The

murderer cannot have been a dreamer like Carlos, but a man
who never dreams, one who works while others sleep,

Goldmann

has done the deed, enraged by the rejection of his amorous
advances,

Silvano learns a lesson:

"No se puede sonar5 no

se debe sonar dejando las manos libres a quiemes no lo haoen,Aunque, al final, sea el sohador quien desenmascare al
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hombre de aoclon0,t And, as Silvano foresees, it is Carlos
the dreamer who executes Goldmann*
Three men are presented"-two very distinct, and the
third, a combination of the other two,

Goldmann, a man of

action, has no time for dreaming in his heavy-handed control
of a dictatorship,

Carlos, on the other hand, is the victim

of a dream created by a whole nation,'

Indoctrinated by the

government and the army, he has set up for himself a golden
image of Goldmann, the ruler supreme,1 After Goldmann* s exe
cution, Carlos crumbles.

He has nothing to believe in,

Goldmann was the last surviving symbol of a nation which has
ceased to exist.

He has destroyed his own idol,1

Silvano is a complex combination of both dreamer and
realist, for while he has been absorbed in his own theoret
ical world of pacifism, he has at the same time been able to
foresee the future of his country, and analyze the condi
tions of the country as it really exists, and not as the
people have been taught,

Isabel's murder has, however,

taught him that if man is going to dream, he must do it
without losing touch with reality, keeping his awareness of
what goes on around him.

Otherwise, in spite of his ideal

istic schemings, the world will pass him by,'
While Carlos is left with nothing more to believe
in, it is Silvano and Ana who die for a real cause at the
end,1 While the others flee from the approaching enemy,
Silvano and Ana remain behind with the sick infant in the

hope that the soldiers will save its lifeo1 For the two of
them.!, 118Esto es veneer I"
It somehow seems fitting that Silvano should be the
final character to be presented in this series of dreamerprotagonists o' His characteristics have, perhaps, been
softened a little and made more realistic,'

He is a dreamer

who has learned that while man need not give up his ideal
istic dreams and goals, he can make more valuable contribu
tions to life by keeping in contact with it,'
The earlier characters are more unyielding in their
drives to follow the paths they have chosen,

Ignacio and

Velazquez represent the more rebellious side of man*s nature
they will not retreat from the stand they have taken,
Esquilache, too, is a determined reformer, but he subsides
at the last moment to protect and maintain what he has man
aged to achieve, rather than see it destroyed,

David and

Silvano advance still further in allowing their human
interests to pull them away from their private fantasies,’
David is able to abandon his mythical Dulcinea for belief in
a woman's love and understanding,1 Silvano, too, abandons
his scholarly dream world in exchange for what life offers
him,1 In this case, it is death, but death for a cause which
has nothing to do with political philosophies or sociolog
ical theories.

The life of a child who has just lost its

mother calls him from his ivory tower.
the challenge that life offers him,'

And he responds to
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In these first plays it seems that Buero shows a
preference for historical or period plays rather than a
modern-day setting*

This is probably true "because these

particular protagonists, all placed in this first category
of "dreamers,” are of a symbolic nature and may pertain to
any period without losing their universality*'

In fact,

placing them in periods other than modern adds to their
timeless quality*1 Buero has chosen historical settings for
these characters, then given us not facts, but interpreta
tion, "desentrahando en ellos |heeh©sj aquello que nos
afecta como hombres de tres siglos despues *”

34'»\ ihitonio Buero Vailejo, Aventura en lo Gris,
Oolecoion Teatro, numero 4-08 (Madrid: Talleres Graficos
Esc elicer, S *A *’, 1964-), p*1 5 =

CHAPTER THREE
We have seen the love theme enter two of the plays
already discussedo*

The relationship between David and his

employer’s mistress In El Conoierto de San Ovldlo becomes of
such Importance that it weakens the significance of the
struggle between David and Vallndino1 On the other hands
though the attachment which develops between Silvano and Ana
in Aventura en lo Gris is genuine, the author does not
develop the relationship into anything more hopeful than
circumstances permit0' The play’s short time span (with
regard to dramatic action) and its finish on a note of
impending doom limit the development of this theme, but its
presence is still noted*
The subject of love is treated in varying degrees
and manners in all Buero's plays?

There is not one in which

a relationship between a man and wife, or man and sweetheart,
is not somehow involved*

Any problems the couple seems to

encounter have to do with lack of understanding or, more so,
the lack of communication between them*'

But these are sub

plots, secondary in nature in most of his efforts*5 The
three following plays, however, are ones in which the love
theme becomes a major concern*1
The protagonists of these works might also be called
dreamers, but they are not the rebellious dreamers of

Chapter Two„ facing the opposition which society imposes on
their dreamso1 The three protagonists are women, each
involved in a different kind of search, M t all revolving
around the romantic theme of levee*

These characters are

less symbolic than those of the first gromp, and their
dreams (of love) are personally rather than idealistically
motivated o'

La Tejedora de Smehos
Drama en tres actos
Openings January 11, 1952
Teatro Espalol, Madrid
Once again Bmero delves into history, classical
legend this time, and as always, his Intention is artistry
rather than historical accuracy=

The "tejedora" is Penelope,

wife of Ulysses, well-known among the legendary characters
associated with the Trojan Waro

But the Penelope that Buero

presents is not a woman anxiously awaiting a joyful reunion
with Ulysses, but a woman growing old, disillusioned by
dreams of her former youth and beauty, and longing for a
love she never found with her husband,
Wlysses9 island kingdom is the scene of slow decay
and debauchery,'

Penelope’s suiters live in the palace as

guests and their upkeep is slowly decreasing the estate.
They spend their time feasting and amusing themselves with
the servant women, awaiting Penelope’s choice of a new
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hus'bando

She, however, works on a tapestry during the day

and “hasta que termine el sudario no se casaraJ"

Unbeknown

to the suitors, she returns to her secret workroom at night
where she unravels the weaving done that dayo

Her son

thinks that, believing Ulysses still lives, this is a stall
ing tactic to give his father more time to get homev

The

servant girl Bione, however, is closer to the truth when she
says she thinks Penelope is undecided about her suitors; she
needs more time to make up her mind*
Penelope is a dreaming, romantic woman,= She does
not live in the reality which surrounds her, but in her
dreamlike memories of the past,1 She transfers the dreams of
her subconscious musings to the tapestries she weaves,'

She

is contrasted to the rational, crafty Ulysses, her husband?
“Las mujeres no sabemos razonar, pero sohamos, ,',V
ahf dentro ',V,', de muehas oosas,“
there.

Yo suefio,

She likes the men being

Many of them are,sons of the very island princes who

once fought against Ulysses to win her hand?
rivalizar por mf&'
Penelope,

“iSVenfam a

8H© por Helena, no1!1 Sino por

Era mi pequeha revancha, ,,',

Hi pequeha guerra

de Troya,"
It is to relive this memory of her former youth and
beauty as long as she can that she began the tapestry.

She

does not want the men to leave, nor does she wish to make a
choice,'

Already some of the suitors, the more impatient,

have departed.

Five now remain;

“Son tenaees; rivalizam en
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el saqueo del pars para ver qulan se aoobarda y desiste de
tomar un reino sin riqueza y nma mwjer e-eV qme envejeee^"
There is, howeverg one young suitor who stands apart
from the rests, and it is he to whom Penelope is attractedo1
Anfino is the only one of the suitors who does not consider
himself a king*

The others are sons of "kings" of the

islands of Ithacao

Anfino reminds them that Ulysses was

once their king and still is if he lives o' In their eyes,
however, Ulysses is regarded as a tyrant and a ruler they
are glad to be rid of0
Penelope is especially attracted to Anfino because
he is the only one who does not entertain himself with the
servantSo

His attention is centered on her and he regards

her as a woman still young and beautiful0

She feels that he

loves her, regards her as eternally young, and would accept
the poverty-stricken estate as it now standso
not announce her choiceo

let she does

She fears the reaction of the

otherso$ Anfino will not fight, and he has no subjects to
defend him:

"8Si le elijo, a el, qua es solos a el, qua no

tiene detras ningun pueblo que le defienda, me lo matarami"
So she maintains her silence and keeps weaving, while unrest
and impatience grow among the other men,'
Finally, they begin pressuring her for a decision.
She discovers, however, that each man is actually afraid of
being chosen, fearing the ire of the others.

So, following

a suggestion from a stranger in the courtyard (and this man.

well=established by the myth, we knew t© be Ulysses), a
contest is devised whereby the winner will gain the hand of
Penelopeo
In an attempt to insure infino8s victory, she tries
to teach him the secret of handling the archer? s bow the men
will use«~in the same way she had tamght Ulysses many years
before o’ Bmt she finds that she herself has forgotten the
secret:

M TEnvejezcoS'"

Amfino, however, wants no advantagesi

he must be able to win her by his own merit o'
The contest begins and the other four contestants
precede Anfino,'
shoot ito

Uone of them can stretch the bow, much less

In another attempt to allow Amfino the victory,

she announces that she has decided that stretching the bow
will be a sufficient proof o' The others object to this new
rule, now that their turns have passed o' She is beside herself, for she doubts Anfin©8s strength also:
perdido, no quereis que game nadieo'

"Ya que habeis

&Que quereis, entoneesf

AOontinuar aquf hasta el fin de nuestra vidafti
When Anfino, too, fails to stretch the bow, Ulysses
steps forward and reveals his identity, and then turns upon
the suitors one by omeV

When he has killed them all,

including Amfino whom he considers the only valiant one, he
turns to chastise his wifeo\
Penelope has been faithful, but only with her body.
To Ulysses, she is a woman much like Helen:
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Wn ser looo» frfvolopeligros©
com© Wo'
Com© tm!0 que la plelenj has envidlado j que te has
dedicado a sonar y tejer esterllmente ahi dentro» en
vez de culdar de los ganados y las vihas; en lugar
de oonvertlrte en la flel esposa que aguarda el
regreso del marl do oj
She has sat and woven and dreamed away twenty years of her
life0’ Lost in illusions of an unreal world, she has let the
reality around her decay and grow barren» let her son start
to hate her for forgetting his father— and all for the envy
of Helen and the past o' But, says Ulysses, her envy has been
in vhin, for Helen, the one from the past, no longer exists,*
Helen, too, is no longer young nor beautifulo5
He demands to see the sudario she has been weaving,
expecting to find the longings of her soul woven there,'

The

audience never knows what things he finds on the tapestry,
but no one will ever see them; the sudario will be burned
the next morning on Anfino0s funeral pyre,

For Penelope,

the arrival of her husband is a disruption and the destruc«=
tion of her world,-

Gone are Anfino and the sudario, the

physical representations that offered her hope of fulfilling
her dreams, How she is left with a sense of great loss:
"el tempiete de mi alma quedo vacfW"
Presenting the shrewdness and cunning of ELysses
that mythological tradition has passed down to us, Buero
adds here another unexpected twist to the legend.

Somehow

suspecting how things would be when he returned home,
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Ulysses has composed seme coolas which he has carefully
taught to the servants?
Cual roea pederosa es la kembra fuerteo1
El esposo partio» pero la relna
su palaclo y su lech© ha defend!do,
cual nuevo Ullses, sin olvldar nuncao1
Ella bordo sus suehos em la tela*!:
Sus deseos y suehos son?
oUllsesS’
To save the name and honor of his wife, the words of the
verses will exist forever, blotting out the truth and leav
ing another legend for posterity to remember?
The incompatibility of Ulysses and Penelope after
years of separation stems from a basic difference in each
one's way of looking at life?

Ulysses is the thinker, the

hombre razonador that, to a woman like his wife, seems to
talk with "palabras de hielo?"

Penelope, on the other hand,

lives in illusion, a dreamer who dreams of romantic love?
She longs for a man with a heart, a man guided by passion?
A man like Anfino is more attractive to her?

Ulysses, being

rational and not being influenced by the "hot blood" asso
ciated with youth, is old in her eyes?

But he has always

been that way? she accuses him of having been bora old.
There is nothing in Ulysses' make-up which strikes a chord
in her own dreaming, youthful heart?
But Penelope does not face total collapse?

Awakened

from one dream, she does not face reality "sadder but wiser,"
Instead, left with the memory of Anfino, she now immerses
herself in the hope of meeting him again in the afterlife?

So what may have been the remedy for one situation (the
death of Anfino "bringing about her acceptance of life as it
is) merely provides the impetus for sending the sohadora off
again, to a new hope, a new dream o'
The plight of Penelope shows how the themes of love
and dreaming can "be intertwined o' A woman grasping for a
love she so desperately needs, she enters the dream world of
the unreal to seek it out, only to find it still beyond her
reach o'
In Madrugada, the next play to be discussed, we find
a woman who is willing to transcend even the realm of death
to recapture a love she thought had escaped her o’

Hadrugada
Episedio dramatteo
en do s act os
©penings December 9» 1953
Teatro Albazar, Madrid
it is difficult to place Madrugada in an exact
classification#

It is neither melodrama, nor comedy of

intrigue, nor tragicomedyo1 Hot completely adjustable to any
of these types, Buero eases the problem by calling it a
“dramatic episodeo'“

The adjective "dramatic" is well chosen,

for the plot6s rapid exposition and development create much
tension and intrigue o’ Two strong passions are pitted

against each other--the struggle for money against that for
loveo'3-5

The aetion is motivated "by Amalia, wife of Mauri el o,
a famous painter who has died the same night as the opening
action (but before the curtain goes up in the dramatic time
sequence)0; Amalia was his mistress until recently, when he
secretly married her?1 As his legal spouse she will inherit
everything, a fact also unknown to the others of his family*'
During the last six months of her husband8s life,
Amalia had observed a certain coolness on his part toward
her?'

This aloofness began after a family reunion in honor

of Mateo, Mauricio8s brother?1 She believes that at that
time someone told him some rumors about her and Leandro, her
husband8s nephew*’ The inheritance does not matter to
Amalia; what does matter is what thoughts her moribund
husband had of her as he died*1 She now has the sacrament of
marriage— the name h# has given her, and the fortune, but it
is not enough*'

She has to discover whether or not she was

really his beloved and that the money was not simply "urn
vacfo y benlvolo pago por simple gratitud o page a los servicios de una mujer de irregular eonducta*318^

She needs to

regain her self-esteem?1 To accomplish this and to conserve
35°' Nicolas Gonzalez Ruiz, review of Madrugada.
cited in Teatro Isnanol ( 1933-1934) , 2nd ed*! (Madrid:
Aguilar, 1959),
14#
36=' Antonio Buero Vallejo, ladrugada (Madrid;
Talleres Graficos Escelicer, S'%^, 195^)7 p *' 92*^
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the seemrity of the memory of her husband's affection, she
embarks on a daring scheme»
All the members of the family come to the house, at
her invitation, the night on which lamrieio dies.

They

come, without knowing what has happened, to await the end.
The family has little respect for Amalia,

They believe she

is Hauricio's mistress and nothing more, and that therefore,
she deserves none of the money.

Nor do they have any

interest in Hauricio's well-being; their envy of his success
and wealth and their relative poorness becomes obvious from
their conversation.

They await his death like hovering

vultures.
To begin her plan Amalia lets them believe that
Mauricio is still alive, although in a coma, but that his
condition is moribund,

She demands that someone confess to

that which was told lauricio the day of the reunion.

If no

one confesses, she will wake Maurido and ask him to write a
new will naming her as sole beneficiary.

This threat to

their inheritance frightens everyone, but no one dares to
say anything.

For a while it appears that Amalia will not

succeed and that her secret will be discovered before she
can learn what she would like to know.

She is confronted

with one obstacle after another,1
The focus of the action is the door to the bedroom.
The tension mounts each time anyone approaches it, enters or
leaves,'

Each time Amalia Intends to gain ground something

happens to postpone it0: The moment of elimaz keeps eluding
hero'

Baeh clash of Interests and of personalities reveals a

new corner of the hidden past, "but the main secret for which
Amalia searches always escapes
The influence imposed hy a character never seen on
stage is similar to that of Pepe in La Casa de Bernards, Alba*
and also the character of Christ in Las Palabras en la Arenao
The constant allusion to the dead man in the dramatic action
of the plot, and the constant risk of his discovery by the
characters who believe him to be alive whaee su realidad
ffsica aun mas efeetiva que si estuviese presentee“38
The circumstances of the situation (as in Aventura
en lo Gris) bring out the true character of each person^
One sees the innocence of the young girl Monica, her belief
in Amalia0s goodness, and her discontent with her parents8
false idealsc*

One sees the envy of Leandro, whose career

has not been as successful as his uncle8s.

The greed of the

older adults is evidenti their hunger for money and the envy
they hold for one of the family who has made a successful
life makes them capable of contemplating even murder o’
As they confess, one by one, suspicion falls upon
them, but it is soon seen that the conversations they held
_ 37o' Adolfo Prego, review of Madrugada, cited in
Teat re Sspahol (1953=19#), 2nd edo? (Madrid? Aguilar,
1959).

P.' 1 4 6 : '

^

38o* Antonio Buero Vallejo, Madrugada.(Madrid?
Talleres Graficos Eseelicer, SoLo’, 19#)', Po‘ 89,
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with Kauri el© had nothing to do with -Amalia*'

The parties

have not kept silent because they were guilty of spreading
rumors about Amalia» but because they were embarrassed about
having asked Mauricio for m o n e y T h e revelation comes to
them almost in the final moment that Amalia is Mauricio^s
wife and that all the others are disinheritedo*

It is a

horrible proof for them but Amalia has realized MauricioBs
real love for her**
In contrast to the family8s weakness, one sees
Amalia8s strength,1 In contrast to their envy, one sees her
dedication and love,

Amalia looked for something that did

not exist because she had to assure herself that it did not
exist,* She confronted the family firmly poised? she suf
fered their insults and accusing looks without retreating,5
They think she feels no sorrow, but it is the strength of
her purpose that postpones her mourning,-

She must conquer

her feelings until her plan is executed? then there will be
time for her to vent her emotions,*
hers

Her husband had told

"desde el otro lad© de la mwerte, te recobrare,'"

promise occupies her thoughts and her dreams,'

This

When her time

comes she would never be able to face him if he thought she
had been unfaithful^

She believes in a life to come and now

she can anticipate it with the full joy of knowing that she
will be received as a woman still cherished,’
Amalia emerges as the one who has best endured the
evening8s trying events and it becomes necessary for the
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others to reeover their d i g n i t y L o r e n z o is the first to
accept the situation and treat Amalia with new respects
"Usted es de esos pocos que piensan que hay cosas mas impor~
tantes que el dinerOo'11 She has indeed taught them all a
valuable lesson=' The things of this world are not always
those of most value o' To Amalia, assurance of being loved is
worth more than all the world8s riches, dearer to her than
life itselfo

Amalia, through her successful venture,

becomes a redeemed soul, purified by loves
Bn su abnegacion por ese amor, cuyo objeto
acababa de morir para siempre, no se resigna a la
remumcia de una sombra que lo estorba y de la que
nadie, nadie, puede pedirle cuentao^ 0
Both of the protagonists in Madrugada and La Te.ie°
dora de Suehos are women who look to another life to find
happinesss

Penelope awaiting the chance to rejoin Anfino

and share a love that has been denied them on earth, and
Amalia anticipating a joyful reunion with her husband after
assuring herself of his true love for her,'

In the third

play, Irene o el Tesoro. Buero expands this idea still fur
ther <>* He has his main character actually cross that line
between the two worldso1 Irene leaves the world of life to
search after her dream,1 And Buero adds still a further
expansion to his exploration of the worlds of reality and
39 ^

Adolfo Prego, locv1 cito1

W .8 Sergio.llerva, review of Madrugada« cited in
Teatro Bsnahol (1933-1954), 2nd edo* (Madrids Aguilar,
1959), Po 148.

illusions

he allows the realm of the fantastie to play a

visible role in the world of reality o'

Irene o el Tesoro
Fabula en tres actos
Openings Deeember Ik, 195^
Teatro Naoional Maria
Guerrero, Madrid
Buero establishes his protagonist in oiroumstanoes
which in some aspects are similar to those of Amalia0 Among
the others of the family Irene, too. Occupies an inferior
position, viewed more or less as the family disgrace*
Though she is actually the young widow of the family's
deceased son, she is treated more like a servant than a
relative*

The housework and favors she performs for the

others receive no sign of appreciation on their part*’ In
Buero8s fabula her life is much like Cinderella's with her
stepmother and stepsisters*' Irene is a topic of much dis
cussion among the others of the house*'

She is an object of

ridicule for the head of the family because, according to
Mr*■ Dimas, she brings no income to the house*
Money, it seems, is Mr* Dimas8 sole preoccupation*
He manages the family with a strong hand and keeps an
equally firm grip on the purse strings*' He scrutinizes the
family assets and debits like a royal treasurer*1 His
Scrooge-like tactics are a source of constant bickering
between him and his wife and daughter*

The women want to

..
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enjoy some ©f the material pleasures of life 9 some of the
diversions that would, enhanee the drab existence which he
forees upon themv
sitiesJ

But he wants to regiment even the neoes-

Saving money is his mania, even though spending a

little from time to time would make their lives all more
bearableo
Irene functions apart from all thiso: She is unaware
of the conflict going on around hero'
in a completely different world0

She is like one living

Occupied with memories of

the past, she has lost contact with the presents

“Xo vine a

esta easa oreyemdo en la vida, en la bondad de la vida*' No
se que me ha p a s a d o o B i f e around her has little for her
interest
The one thing she feels deeply is her disgrace for
never having had a ehildo*

The imaginary poetic world to

which she has transported herself 3s one filled with cradle
songs and lullabies o’ Her thoughts and musings about the
child she would have had are so intense that a child actu
ally appears, taking dramatic form on stage*'

He is a spirit

created by Irene's frustrated maternal love, given shape by
the longings of her soul o'
The duendecito takes the form of a small boy,
Juanlto, who comes to the house to look for treasure which
is said to be hidden thereo"

Says the spirit of his errand,

which is directed by a mysterious voice with whom he con
verses?

MTengo que llevarme el tesoro cuando lo emcuentre^"
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Since he is neither seen nor heard toy the others„ this
locmra of Irene6s causes them some consternation o’ But they
are too involved in money problems to pay her much atten
tions'

The only one to show any interest„ and who seems able

to understand the reason for Irene8s world of fantasy0 is
Soff-ao
Irene finds great joy living with this illusion^
Her sad life becomes lighter, even gay<,j Her happiness and
contentment manifest themselves in a renewed interest in her
physical appearance,!

Signs of her previous sadness and

indifference begin to disappear,"

But this world of illusion

faces danger of extinction when the family decides Irene
should receive medical help.

If the treatment is successful

she will have to abandon her magical world,'
bear to give up,'

This she cannot

She has much for which to live now— =•the

love of David, a roomer in the house, and the new under
standing of her mother-in-law,'

But she chooses her illu

sion, sacrificing even the new hope that reality now offers
her,'

Her great tenderness and love find the best fulfill

ment in the world of children,1
Irene dies under mysterious circumstances.

One does

not know if she dies accidentally, driven by her unbalanced
mind, or if she goes willingly to meet an unknown world
where she will find her child,'

But given the symbolic

nature of the play throughout, one interpretation suggests
itself.

There is a contrast here between false treasure and
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-

real treasure o1 The duende finds the money in the house „ but
finds that eaeh coin is stamped with the word "bondad^"
Only he and Irene (and perhaps 8offa, he adds) earn see the
moneyJ

It is Irene who is the tesoro 0 the real treasured

And her death at the play's end is more like the leaving of
one life for another, better one,'

The duende, finding the

treasure, takes it away for his master (God)$

Symbolically,

her death is the exaltation of goodness over egoism and
greedThe

duende, in truth, has been an angeloj

In contrast to the dreamer^rebels of Chapter Two,
the women of these three plays might be labeled dreamerlovers o’ Penelope and Irene use their dreams, their illu
sions, in an effort to seek out a love that is unattainable
in realityo-

The illusive world which each one creates is a

means to an end, a place in which to seek and attain that
which eludes them in reality^

Penelope can relive her days

of youth and beauty by imagining that her suitors now are
the ones of twenty years agoo; Irene can sing lullabies to
the child she never had o'
But there is a distinction between these two women
and Amaliao1 Penelope, awakened from one dream, begins to
follow another o* Irene, threatened with losing her private
fantasy, chooses not to give up that dream, even though
... 4lo: Fernando Castan Palomar, "review of Irene o el
Tesoro, cited in Teatro Bsnahol (1964-1966) (Madrids
Aguilar, 1956), Pol 192<T

there is a promising reality awaiting her0r Amalia8s
handling of her situation is slightly differentot The memory
of her husband8s love is threatened by the suspicion that he
had lost faith in her in the final days of his life^

The

dream of rejoining her husband in the afterlife is threat«=
enedoi

What if that dream is now only an illusion9 no longer

true?

To preserve that dream* that image of her husband8s

love, Amalia must turn to reality and delve into its facts
\

to find her answer o' And once she has accomplished this she
finds that her dream can be preserved Intacta

Amalia is the

strongest of these three women? with her creation* Buero
seems to touch again on the idea (as with Silvano in Aven
tura en lo Gris) that if man is to dream, he would do it
best without losing touch with reality*'

CHAPTER FOUR
The majority of the plays so far discussed have been
period plays, requiring carefully designed sets to establish
a mood and atmosphere of an historical timeo*

In these plays

one or two characters emerge as principals, characters with
whose struggles and dreams we become p r e o c c u p i e d . Indeed,
some of the characters almost attain what might be vaguely
termed “tragic hero” proportions o'
In this next group of plays, however, neither set
nor protagonist is self-important^

Our gaze is directed

toward a group of people rather than toward individuals^

We

see them presented in the nondescript, even sordid, atmos
phere which makes up their daily environment

They are

modern day, average people representing the whole of lower
middle-class man (as does Miller8s Willie Loman in Death of
a Salesman)«,* Mo one8s ambitions stand apart from the rest?
they are all caught up in the struggle to find happiness in
the midst of a materialistically-minded society.

The greed,

envy and avarice which we see among the families of Amalia
(Madrugada) and Irene (Irene o el Tesoro) become the ruling
passions for these struggling people in their ”dura y vulgar
realidadv”^2

Each man is not a rebel against society (as

4-2o: Torremte -Ballester, review of Irene o el Tesoro,
cited in Teatro Esuahol ( 1954- 1955 ) (Madrid: Aguilar, 1956) ,
pv 190.
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are the pretagomists of Chapter Two)» but only a small part
of the greater competitive struggle going on among all mem
bers of that society o’

Hlstoria de una Escalera
Brama en tres actos
Openings October 14, 1949
Teatro Espahol, Madrid
Premio Lope de Vega, 1949
This drama is probably the most realistic of Buero0s
works,-

He shows a modest class of people and their struggle

with life, the history of four families in the same apart
ment building.

The three acts present three generations?

those of 1919» 1929 and 1949o" The staircase, an ingenious
stage device, itself becomes almost a c h a r a c t e r I t is the
bond between the people of the buildings it is the inescap
able place where all meet, whether they wish to or not,
Everything that happens on the staircase reveals that which
happens behind the closed door of each family1s apartment,There is no hiding the passions, the anxieties, the hatreds
and the failures that rule all their lives,'
It seems that virtue helps no one in this unreward
ing world,'

Tears go by, claiming the lives of a few, but

all, the good and the bad alike, follow the same existences
There are two sisters, Rosa and Trini,'

The one is a woman

of ideals; the other is governed by her love for a noaccount m a m A t

the Outcome, both find themselves in the

same situation,, alone and childless o' The staircase that
leads nowhere is a symbol of the destiny of these peopleo
The characters who capture the most interest are the
two young men Fernando and Urban© <? They are the natural
focus of attention because they represent the younger gener=
ation, the hope for a brighter futureo

Each one has his own

dream of being successful„ of gaining the material means
that will permit him to leave this poverty and misery o’ In
his youth, Fernando had been the boyfriend of Carmina, one
of the young women of the house*

The memory of this love is

the only beautiful thought that he can preserve Men medio de
la sordidez en que vivimoSoiM

He has ambitions, but they are

vague ones*3 He dreams of the day when he will be delineante,
then aoare.iador, then ingeniero, poeta* etcetera, etcetera**
But he does nothing to achieve these ambitions*1 His dreams
of possible attainment are illusive? they are not a real
istic match for his desire or his ability to act*4 The only
thing he does to better himself is to marry Elvira in search
of financial gain (Elvira5s father is the only one in the
building who seems to exist comfortably)*
results in this unhappy match*'

But nothing good

His poverty and discontent

continue, and his wife serves only as a reminder of his
failure*1
The hopes and ambitions of Fernando are similar to
those of Urban©, but his intended ways of realizing them
show the distinct philosophies of the tw©*=

Fernando does

not feel the same need as the others o'1 He Is a man alone'*
He has grand goals, hut does not know how to go about reach
ing them*'

He knows he ought to do something, but he cannot

find a direction for definite action**

His own rebellious

attitude hinders him further, for in his determination to be
a “loner,H he rejects the one path which could help him*’
Determined to rise alone or not at all, he will not ally
himself with the syndicated strength of the union*4 He is a
dreamer who has faith in his own •pro.yectos*1 But he lacks
constructive actionr he always decides that he will do some
thing “desde manarna mismo*“
In contrast. Urban© believes in the strength gained
from unity, the mutual help gained from membership in the
union*

The solidarity that the others offer is, for him,

the key to his future*1 But he has a more realistic attitude
than that of Fernando §

“Ya se que no soy mas que un obrero*1

*V,' Asf no tendre que sufrir ninguna decepciom*1 *'*V“

The

sad thing is that, in this case, both the dreamer and the
realist fail*’ Heither the practical man nor the dreaming
man is able to better himself*

For as much as they talk

about their plans for the future, there is a noted lack of
energy and initiative*

The two make a bet to see which one

will have advanced further in ten years8 time *

Urbano does

not believe in his own ability nor in that of Fernando*1
Perhaps the realization of his own weakness makes him pessi
mistic*'

He says, “1© mas facil es que dentro de diez ahos

sigamos suMendo esta esealera 00io'"=”='which is exactly what
happens 05 Even twenty years later Urbane asks Fernando:
M4londe ham ido a parar tns proyectos de trabajo? o'*oiSigmes amarrado a esta esealera» com© yo, come todosi"

The

two have chosen their life8s goals==some, more realistic
than others, more accessibleo*

But the sting of failure is

still the sameo1 The recurring references to the staircase
serve as a kind of "whipping boy" for members of the housed
It takes on an almost human quality, as though it were some
living force which kept them tied to their stationary posi
tions in life.

Despair and remorse still continue among the

neighbors, "que no logran salir adelamte en lo material ni
en lo e spiritual eneadenados a la e seal era
The route of destiny for these people, and perhaps
for all mankind of this economic class, seems to be eternal®'
The children of the two families, the young Garmina and
Fernando, fall in love and follow the same pattern®1 In the
final scene, the audience has the feeling that it is seeing
the past revived from the first act®*

Fernando paints for

Garmina a mental image of how their future will be together®;
Again, in the same words, we see the same hope of struggling
for the future o’ They have the same illusions which

vi; -

their parents had and never could bring to fulfillment®

The

parents look at each others their gazes remind each other of
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their own pasts^. But, do they think in terms of. another
failure or of a new opportunity of seeing the dream realized?
That we do not know^
In this historia Buer© has shown a group of people
through several generations and their efforts to advance
themselves to a Better way of lifeI

Whether we imagine

their hopes and dreams to fee realized or thwarted is not
dictated to us fey the author!!

The dramatic action stops at

an inconclusive point; the long range outcome is not
revealed!

Buero lets each viewer8s innate optimism or

pessimism rule his own decision as to the predicted outcome!
In La Behai cue se Bsoera, however, Buero takes more affirm
ative action in the way he concludes the role for each
character!

In this play we see the unity of a household

endangered by what seem to fee conflicting hopes and desires!
But the hopes of these people are not ones which can easily
fee fulfilled fey man8s own efforts!
come true, a miracle is needed!

For each one8s wish to

Buero shows how each person

experiences his own miracle and how all were brought about.
La Behai cue se Isnera 1s a nlav about love and faith, and
it, too, pits a realist against a dreamer!

La Senal que se^Espera
Gomedia dramatica
en tres actos
Opening s

lay 21, 1952
Teatro Infanta
Isabel, Madrid

Since much of the play1s action involves an aeolian
harp, an instrument ■
'■associated- with ancient superstition,
the stage directions suggest ,ralglh lugar del noroeste de
IspaSa, per la costa misteriesay verde de Galicia," a set
ting which will lend itself to the required atmosphere of
fantasy and the miraculous o'
Enrique and Susana, a young married couple, are
entertaining a mutual friend as a guest in their home o'
Luis, a musician, has been in a sanatorium for a year recov
ering from a mental breakdowno-

Since the onset of his ill

ness he has not been able to composed

He believes that he

would be able to write again “si lograse recorder una
melodia cuyos papeles ha perdido, y que aeababa de eomponer
preeisamente cuando cay<S enfermoo"

To overcome this mental

block which inhibits his creativity, Luis begins believing
that one day the wind will play the forgotten melody on the
aeolian harp in Enrique1s garden and restore his memory and
his mind to its former productivity^

Enrique explains this

to his friend Julian, another houseguest there for a visit o'
Indeed, he says, his friend is not crazys

“En el fondo esta

7©
desesperado o4 Y cuando ya no hay nada que esperar» se espera
el mllagro o4"
While Enrique does not make fun of his friend, he is
to© rational a man to become involved in something so
dependent on faitho4 Luis, however, temporarily robbed of
his own tools with which to combat life, is forced to place
his trust in some miracle which will restore these powers to
him*4 Julian,

who is by trade a philosopher, stands sus

pended somewhere between the rational man and the dreamer <?
Julian believes that all men hope for something, and even
suggests that Enrique, too, is waiting for something though
he will not admit it0- ©f life he says:
Tod© es mllagro 0 L© es la simple exist e n d a de
las cosaso In mllagro es la plarnta que crece, aunque no de’ flores extrahas, y el arpa ^ la grata de
las voces, aurnque ereamos saber porque suenan,' Un
mllagro es el hijo que se concibe, y naee, y se hace
hombreo1
It is discovered as the plot moves along that Susana
had once been the no via of Luis o' It was their break-up that
originally caused his illness,1 Because of this former rela
tionship between his wife and his friend, Enrique harbors a
deep resentment toward Luis,4 He is very much in love with
his wife, but cannot help feeling that his love is not
returned,1 He feels that Susana married him for his money:
11SEs mujerf

Y sabe casarse con el rico y amar al pobre,m

Believing that she still loves Luis, Enrique has brought the
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musician to his home in the hope that she will be repulsed
by seeing his miserable and deranged state?
Enrique feels left out of the action going on around
him?

Their servants8 too» a married couple, are waiting for

a letter from their son from whom they have not heard in
years?

They begin thinking that a letter will come for them

when Luis hears his music?

But the servants tell this only

to Susana and Enrique feels cheated of their confidence?
When he learns of this, and of the fact that Susana has been
spending her afternoons in the garden with Luis awaiting the
serial. he decides to remove the harp from the garden?

Thus,

he believes, by removing what seems to be depriving him of
the ownership and rulership of his home, "no hay nada que
esperaro1"
When Susana flees, Enrique believes that she really
loves him0< He has longed for the compassion she showed
Luis, the same compassion that he, a man without faith, has
for himself, "por todos nosotros, condenados a vivir en este
mundo ciego y triste, sin sehales?"

For him, her disappear

ance is the "terrible prueba de tu eariho?"
now he,

too, needs a miracle0

the same desperate
But in the
need of

With her loss

His need for her

puts himon

plane with the others?
midst of all this confusion,it is the

the others that is answered?

that comes forth from the harp?

All hear the

serial

Luis feels salvation at the

hands of God; Enrique feels abandoned?

Luis suddenly
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realizes, with the melody restored to his mind, what has
really caused his lapse of memory= He had wanted to forget
the fact that it was Susana who had left him0' He could not
remember the song because he had been working on it when she
left him to marry Enrique*

To protect his pride his mind

invented the idea that he had stopped loving her?
pmede enganarse impunemente*

“Pero no

Perdf la fuerza para crear o1*1

With the sign from the harp, he is faced again with the
.

'

truth*

_

'

"

--v

Once accepted, his mind can again function and his

creativity returns*
When Susana returns she will not admit to Enrique
that it was she who played the harp*'

He claims that by

playing the music, she has given the victory to Luis rather
than to him*
in each other*

To be reconciled, the couple must find faith
Enrique cannot have faith in her because he

feels that her whole existence has been a lie, that her life
with him has been nothing but 11una mentira de eariho *iM He
thought for a while that her disappearance was proof of her
love, but that too is a lie because she has returned*
A mail delivery brings three letters*1 One is for
the servants, informing them of their son8s death in a ship
wreck off the coast of Peru*

Their waiting now over, they

feel a grand peace v comforted by the thought that their son
died thinking of them*1 Julian receives a letter from his
wife, who, without the others8 knowledge, had walked out on
him*

Her letter pleads for a reunion? this is what he had
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been waiting for=-=and proving his own theory that all men
wait for something«
The third letter is for Enrique, and brings with it
his financial ruin,

Susana wants to face it with him, but

he still doubts her sincerity;

“Si tu oamino de mujer haeia

mf es la fe, el mf© haeia ti de hombre es la dmdao511 He
reminds her again of the harps
La tocaste com© una venganza0 Para aumentar mi
desesperaeions para que la loeura de Luis no fuese
una loeura, sino una gran verdad? para que el venciese, y no yo0
Susana admits that it was she who played the notes,
“pero para mf sigue siendo misteriosa quien toco la sehal o'
o'o

Acaso las |mano0 eondujo tu propio deseoi el deseo de

todos<,“

She cannot explain her motivation, but she hints

that it was Enrique8s need for a miracle, too, that necessi
tated her actiono

She plays the harp as a kind of human

answer to all their prayers, but more than for the good of
the others— to force on Enrique the miracle of faith and
understanding that is necessary to save their marriage
With the sounding of the harp, Susana, too, has had
a profound realization.

What she and Enrique have lacked is

that which the servant couple has had— a child, “el milagro
del hi jo o'1' Enrique reacts tenderly, with sudden comprehen
sion:

”iMi pobre SusanaI

Eras com© urn arpa eoliea que

anhelaba su melodfa de mujer,1 , o1,

Esa es la ultima, la

44o' Beth Wo5 Noble, loc=l eltf

ver&adera razoja de que subieses a tocar a la solanao"
feeis a deep debt of gratitude to Smsanao'

Lmis

It was she who

remembered the melody and, for him. In a figurative sense,
it has been a "ohild" of theirs.

Any eompositions he now

writes, he says, will really be brothers to any children she
may have with Enrique<>Enrique is now ready to join the world of dreamers
and proclaims that all that has happened has been a miracleo
The others disagreeo1 All that has been accomplished has
been carried out by human handsi

the music of the harp, the

letters for the servants and <Julian0; Everything in the
world is human, says the philosophers

"Todo es human© en

este bajo mundo <,vV per© ,oV todo es, tambien maravi 11 oso»11
All their hopes have been answered by human means, but even
that which man accomplishes is miraculous, for all life
itself is a miracleo*

As they stand there, all together,

they are aware of a feeling of harmony o’ Though they cannot
hear the ,lmusic of the spheres,H they have faith in its
presenceo*

Says Enriques

11 mundo es curiosov Es eomo una melodfa de la
que ca'si nunea pereibimos otra eosa que los sonidos
ingratos<> ooV Per©, a veees, viene un minuto como
este: un minuto perfecto de paz y comprensi6n 0!
Says Susanas

“Se nos regala euando lo hemes sabido esperaro11

Hope (and hope implies faith) is man8s mainstay in
the stream of lifeo
sea of pessimism,

Without it he flounders, drowning in a
Hope makes struggle possible, allows man
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to continue fighting when the obstacles threaten to over
power him," When man learns to hope0 when he achieves faith„
he is sometimes rewarded— as Enrique says— with a moment in
which he almost understands the purpose of the universe o’ A
moment of peace and understanding restores man”s spirit and
sustains him for the next onslaught with life,* All the
characters here have had their innermost desires answeredg
and not necessarily because of their faith in a miracle, but
because of their faith in the other people involved:

Luis

in Susana» the servants in their son, and Julian in his
wife.

When Enrique”s desire for proof of his wife's love is

answered, his first thought is to call it a miracle o' But it
is his faith, too, in Smsana which finally comes to the sur
face and brings about the reconciliation.-Buero has dealt here with aspirations which were
realized,’ In Ho.v es Fiesta he again shows a large group of
characters and the hopes and desires of each.

But in this

play his interest lies in showing the reaction when these
aspirations are momentarily realized and then lost, because
of a deception worked by human hands.

Hoy es Fiesta
Comedia en tres aotos
©pemingt

September 20, 1956
Teatro Marfa Guerrero, Madrid
Fremi© “Marfa Holland,11 1956
Premio Naoional de Teatro, 1959
(Given by Ministerio de
Inf ormaciom y Turismo 5
Premio Fundacion lareh de Teatro, 1959
Ft,1 Go Sainz de Bobles describes this play as typical
of Buero8s works
On trocito de Vida, las ilusiohes y desesperanzas, las alegrfas y los dolores, el realism©crude
cotidiano y los vagos emsuemos exeepcionales, la
apoeada picaresea y la nobleza humilde, bien repar=
tides' emtre las dpcenas de seres«^en todas las
edades— que habitan una modesta casa de vecindad en
un modesto barrio madrilenoo^
The setting itself is much like that of Historia de
una Esoalera, a unified, non=changing set, depicting roof=
top terraces at different levels— las terrazas veeinaleSo^&
The fact that more than one casa de vecindad in this Madrid
neighborhood is involved allows an even wider scope in the
parade of character types presented, almost an “©bra costumbrista en tres actos11^

where one views the daily lives of
hp
“los vecinos de una casa gal do si ana o*”
45o- Fo Co5 Sainz de Robles (ed J), Teatro Bspahol
(1956-1957) (Madridt Aguilar, 1958), p.* 1^7

46o' Alfredo iarquerfe, review of Ho.v es Fiesta,
cited in Teatro Espahol (1956-1957) (Madrid: Aguilar, 1958),
P o' 38 0
4?o' Fo* C 0: Sainz de Robles, loc0 cito
48o' Luis Ardila, review of Hov es Fiesta, 81 ted in
Teatro Esoahol (1956-1957) (Madrid: Aguilar, 1958), p®’ 40o1
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The "bond which unites these people is their common
interest in the soon~to-be~release& results of a lottery in
which they have all purchased ticketso

This main theme is

slow in gaining momentum for, while their expectations reach
no climax until late in the third act, the author is more
interested in revealing to us the various facets of the
personality of each individual involved.

Therefore, the

audience becomes interested, not only in the outcome of the
lottery, but in how the results will affect each of the
different characters.

An empathy develops toward the aspir

ing artist who has met only failure, toward the young
enamoured girl who believes her love is unrequited, and
toward the others involved in "urn cor© de dramas inenores
smscitados por la miseria, la desilusion y la envidia,"^
As the title indicates, this particular day is a
holiday, and a day of expectation for most of the people
involved in the lottery.

Some have an intense interest in

the outcome; others have thought little about it.

For still

others, neither the anticipation of the lottery nor the
holiday atmosphere can completely blot out the major prob
lems which face them day after day.

For Si1verio and Pilar,

a married couple, the day is a constant reminder of the
anniversary of their child8s death.

For Elfas, an elder

gentleman, the day brings no special anticipation,1 He

49,

Ibid,
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spends his hemrs reading old magazineso? His memories of the
past are his method of consolation for the present„ and he
hopes for nothing from the futmre<>■ Winning the lottery, to
Sahas and his friend Paco, would mean that Sabas could set
himself up in a business venture in which he is interested,,
These two young men are reflections of the characters
Fernando and Erbano in Historia de una Escalera and exper=
ience the same fear of never getting aheads

" 6No te vas a

pasar la vida -eh taller, cuando tod© el mundo mete la maho
donde puedei"
For dona Balbina, the lottery vendor, the sale of
tickets has changed the day into one of terrible anticipa
tion for hero

Refusing to accept the poverty in which she

lives, she makes every effort to give the impression (espe
cially for her neighbors» benefit) of a more elevated exist
ence»

The facade behind which she dwells is a constant lie,

and earns her the hatred of her daughter Banielao

The

masquerade is a daily embarrassment to the girl, who
realizes that the neighbors see through ito

She would pre

fer for herself a life Mclara y sin tapujos, awnque fuese em
la pobreza^w

Her mother, however, has created an illusion

she will not relinquisho

To maintain appearances requires

constant effort to find the pecuniary means to that end, and
one of these desperate maneuvers is her sale of year-old
lottery ticketsI

Now she awaitW the announcement of the
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results 0 dreading that all will be exposed should one of her
elients have a winning but fraudulent numbero1
The day brings about a turning point in the life of
one character uninvolved in the lotterys

young Fidel who

gleans some helpful advice from SilveriOo! For Fidel 9 with
S'tlveri©8s help, the day takes on an atmosphere of "elarivi=
deneia y de bondad0,‘ He begins to see where he is going in
life and starts to find faith in his own valueo; Silverio
has been a keen observer and realizes that Fidel is in love
with Baniela though he himself will not admit ito

Discon

tent with his present station in life and lacking faith in
his own capabilities, he has shut her out, not wanting her
to love him as he is now because he does not wish to be as
he is.

He dreams of some great future, and of attainments

that will make him worthy of her love o’ Silverio understands
the dreams of youth?

"Se como se sueha en trabajar y t r i m -

far, •para ponerlo despues todo aVof a los pies de una mujer,#
But he, more experienced with life and therefore more real
istic, tries to point Fidel toward more plausible goalsetting, to “cambiar una loca esperanza por otra pequehita,
pero r e a l i z a b l e S i l v e r i o 8s knowing advice seems to be
another echo of Silvano8s realization (Aventura en lo Gris)
that man sometimes can be carried overboard by dreams too
idealistic, and that it becomes necessary to temper those
dreams with more realistic limitations,'
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Each of the many characters.) with the possible
'exception of Elfas, expresses his dream or hope which may or
may not be fulfilled on this festival day o' The excitement
aroused by the announcement of winning numbers which they
suppose to be theirs quickly turns to equally emotional
anger when they discover that they have been triekedo

The

reaction of the enraged neighbors against doHa Balbina is
similar to that which occurs in Benavente11s Los Intereses
Creados:

“IN© se puede Jugar con el dinero del pobrel™

H $Hi eon sus llusionesi"

But it is dona Balbina who emerges

the poorest of all after the incident for she is discovered
to everyone $ stripped even of her illusionso

One neighbor

criticizes her, saying that she ought to accept her poverty
like the rest, yet by hoping for lottery results in their
favor, the others have not accepted the reality of their
situations eithero*

And though defrauded of their money,

their hope is not conquered o’ Returned to their original
state, there still remains an impression of optimism^®
The play8s real dramatic conflict develops intern
ally within Silver!oo'

Though he seems able to understand

and help others with their problems, he is a man who cannot
communicate his own problems to his wife Pilar o' His inabil
ity to talk freely with her about his obsessive guilt is
further hindered by the physical impairment of her hearimgo'

50o

Hagaha de Sehevill, o^o1 eito1, p 0f 5601

He is iiamted by memories of the war atrocities of which
Pilar was a victim,, and by the fact that her child was not
hi S o1 He has carried a strong sense of gnilt since the time
of the child8s death„ feeling that his hatred for the infant
somehow made him partially responsible for its death*

He

has worked hard at trying to make Pilar forget the past 9 but
his great preoccupation is his hope of gaining her pardon
for these hostile feelingso*

But he fears that if she knew

what it is he wants, she could not grant it freely0f He
feels cowardly because he cannot bring himself to ask it of
her , and he can only talk about it when she cannot hear him*
(One critic points out this

confession" scene which cannot

be heard as one evidencing the master technique of the dramatista’51)

After the day8s events Silverio, too„ is affected

by the pervading optimismo5 He gains courage and strength
and is, perhaps, on the verge of approaching Pilar about the
difficult subject when she dies*'

Mow he is taunted by

doubts of whether she would have pardoned him, and there is
no way of knowing o' But the echo of the fortune teller8s
words drift back to him:

"Hay que esperar siemprej1 > W

esperanza nurnca terminal o W

La

Greamos en la esperamzav o;oV

La esperanza es inf ini tao"1 Is there a hope of pardon for
him beyond death?

He faces now somewhat the same situation

51®' Hi colas Gonzalez Huiz, review of Hoy es Fiesta*
cited in Teatro Esoahol (1956-1957) (Madrids Aguilar, 1958),
P® 39 0
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with which Amalia was confronted at the opening of Ha&ragada.
And hope and faith are the sustaining factors for both when
swimming in a sea of doubt and uncertaintyo3 Silverio has
observed of the others:

MHe visto debatirse a nuestros

vecinos entre sus pobres ilusiones y la angustia real de sus
vidaso’"

That which carries them along in that struggle is

hope®1 In contrast to Historia de una Escalera. with a more
pessimistically viewed conclusion„ Eo.v es Fiesta might be
described as optimistic^

Hot a foolish optimism but one

which understands that hope always remains as a soothing
comfort o4 In Historia oVo4. "se trata de reflejar un trozo de
vida o un conjunto de vidas con un profundo anhelo de verdado1 1 In Fiesta, on the other hand, hope becomes the
principal character, capable of overcoming everything,
including death itselfo

Hope is the missing factor in

Historia, "para cue aquella fuese toda la

v e r d a d o !" 5 3

Even

though some of the characters have encountered losses of one
sort or another as a result of the day's events, this new
outlook on life has allowed them to gain also:
Hues en el dfa de fiesta, durante el quo para
todos desfilarstn la pena y el pesimismo, queda, ya
que no franqueada, entreabi erta, la puerta de la
eonfianza, en el porvenir y del consuelo de la solidaridadof5^

5 2 o’

Luis Ardila, opy cltff, p ,1 39o5

53 o'

Ibid,

54.!

ibid.1, p.' 40.

That new hope, that “oonfianza en el porvenirM will carry
all of the play's characters through the struggles that
their ordinary lives will offer them,

Hope will enable

Silverio to continue living, though he has lost Pilar, some
how knowing that he has really received her pardono! Hope is
the mainstay for all these people who, momentarily, are
threatened with ruin in a twenty-four hour span of timeo5
The drudgery of their lives will continue, but somehow they
will endure o'
Hope seems to be an integral part of this play and,
indeed, for all Buero8s characters who search for something
invisible, intangible, or unattainable^

Hope makes struggle

possible, and all of Buero8s characters are stragglers in
one sense or another»' Coupled with hope is faith? the two
seem inseparable, almost synonymous <,’ Sometimes the charac
ters 8 hopes and faith are necessarily placed in the "great
beyond," in something removed from the world of reality o'*
Other times, that hope and faith are tied up in other people,
in a human rather than theoretical world, and then a third
element, love, must be considered^

When the characters are

involved in individual-1o-individual relationships, rather
than mah-to-theory or man-to-ideal, a two-way exchange of
giving and receiving evolves that does not exist between man
and a theory o’ When man6s hopes and dreams are tied up in
another human being, there must be a mutual faith if a ful
filling relationship is to exist, if that relationship is to

be reciprocalo

(If a nan8s whole life evolves around a

person, a uni directed action is not fulfilling to the man o'
He is giving, but not receiving<? When the object involved
is a theory, however, the mere existence of that theory is
sufficiento
expected^)

He exists for the theory, and no exchange is
Sometimes this two-way exchange runs smoothly

because there is a deep love based on mutual faith and
understanding between the two parties*'

But sometimes this

relationship breaks down due to lack of understanding or
lack of faith*

As with Silverio and Pilar, their faith in

each other is hampered by their lack of communication*
This problem is touched on in other works of Buero8s
where family situations are weakened by the lack of communi
cation among members** We see it at work in Irene o el
Tesoro, in Madrumada, in the couple in Palabras en la Arena,
in La Sehal aue se Bscera, in Historia de una Escalera. and
in the couple in Hoy es FIesta*' It is treated as a main
theme in Las Cartas Boca Abajo*-

Las Gartas Boca Abajo
Tragedia espahola en dos partes
y cuatro cuadros
Openings November 5» 1957
Teatro Heina Victoria, Madrid
Buero, as in La Sehal aue se Esoera and Irene o el
Tesoro, again works within a single family household*

In

this play we are introduced to five unsatisfied people— •
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hmsTaand» wife, son, and wife9s sister and "brother— sill intensely involved in their own struggles and in those of
the others, without discovering the basic problem common to
alio'

Much like the frustrated women of Lorca0s Casa de

Bemarda Alba, they are "cinco seres humanos encerrados
entre Cuatro paredeso1"-^

Their incomprehension and their

insincere concern for the others0 problems are the two main
factors which contribute to a constant conflict and a disin
tegration of any family unity whatsoevero

Wrought asunder

by conflicting interests, there is no communication or
understanding to salve the wounds and, consequently, as one
character explains, "nos vamos hundiendo poeo a poco en el
silenoio y acabamos por pensar mal los unos de los otros?n
One by one we become acquainted with the five indi
viduals and learn something of their problems o' The wife0s
brother, Mauro, while not an actual resident of the house,
is such a constant visitor that all his associates have the
house phone number and assume that he will be found there'-#
From the phone calls one deduces that while rather pompous
and puffed up with his impression of his own importance,
Mauro is not the man of the world nor the financial success
he would have the rest of the family believe he is o'

55# Enrique Sordo, review of Las Cartas Boca A
cited in Teatro Esnahol (1957-1968) (Madrids Aguilar,

1959)» Po'^T#
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On the surface, the main conflict rises between
Juan, a college instructor, and his son Juamlto,

Juan, a

man in his fifties, has not had an outstanding academic
careero1 He is eaten by envy and very conscious of his own
insignificance^

His own struggle for advancement in the

political circles of university life has taught him that
life is not easy and, as a result, he is a little too strict
with his own son and the boy's hopes and dreams for a simi
lar profession,1
Juanito feels stifled at home,1 He feels the need to
break away, to be free for a while,1

He wants to study

abroad for the summer, a plan which his father opposes for
several reasons^

First, he wants Juanito to learn that he

cannot follow just any whim, but that he must have more
discipline,1 Secondly, he fears, as does his wife, that per
haps Juanito will not return after a few months' absence,4
Both parents dread this possibility because the boy is the
one thing that they have in common, the one thing that holds
together their crumbling family life,'

Adela well knows that

without her son, "esta casa o*,V acabara por caersenos a
todos eneima,1 oV®4 For eaerseme encima,1"

The third reason

for Juan's opposition to the trip is more p e r s o n a l I t is a
very crucial time in his own life?

He is anxiously awaiting

the final interviews which will determine whether or not he
gets a university chair?

He interprets his son's wanting to

8?
go away at this particular time (and rightly) as disinterest
on Juanito’s part in the outcome of the interviews<?
The youthful rebellion of Juanito is the boy*s
attempt to be allowed to follow his own dreamso1* He wishes
to become an eminent professor, but away from home, away
from the weak model he has had in his fatherof He lacks
respect for his father because he sees no strength in him.1
He does not wish to become 11otro mediocre auxiliar de
eatedrao,M He thinks his father's last feeble attempt to
gain a university chair is ridiculouss

l,No quier© retrasar-

me definitivamemte, com© le ocurrio a elo”

He has great

hope for his own success? he has all the zeal and optimism
of youths

**ilLos suehos se realizan si se piensa mueho en

ellosf®
Adela, like her son, also feels encumbered in the
family structures*

In her youth she, too, had dreamed of

freedom and happinesso

The birds8 songs that she hears in

the afternoon are a symbol for her; they bring back the
memories of those bright dreamss

’’Resucitan mi alma de

nifiao! 1 entonces me olvido de todo, y me parece como si aun
tuviese esperanzao"

But no matter what her dreams, she is

tied to a husband who seems destined to mediocrity, and with
the passing of time she can do nothing but resign herself to
the fact that “tod© me va aplastando S W sin que yo pueda
hacer nadao;H In addition to the alienation she feels toward
her husband, there is also a lack of communication with her

sister Anitas

Though outsiders and other members' of the

family think that Anita has mental problems because she
rarely speaks, only Adela knows exactly why Anita has become
almost totally muted8 It slowly becomes evident that the
bond of deep-seated unrest between the two sisters is the
focal point from which all other conflicts are b o m d 5
The feeling of distance between Juan and Adela seems
to be a breach which is ever widening o' For Juan, if their
relationship were an intimate, meaningful one, applying for
the position would be the "cumplimiento serene, eon tu ayuda
al lado, de mi propio d e s t i n e B u t feeling that she is
growing ever farther away, it now takes the form of a rebel
lions

“ese afan de ganar una oposicion a los cincuenta anos

se armoniza con ese envejecer tranquilo,*’ “una rebeldfa ^o’o4
nacida dentro de m£ por causa tuyAo1”

The first two times he

applied for the position, she took an interest and encour
aged hiULo’ How it seems he is met only by her Indifference^
Though gaining the position is one goal in his life, it is
not as important to him as regaining his wifed! Yet perhaps
for the moment the job becomes more important because it
almost seems more attainable o' Talking with his wife becomes
a mental process for each of them, a parade of thoughts they
would exchange, but do not?

“Los dos mantenemos nuestras

cartas boea abajo, en vez de emseharlas,“ with the result
that, "poco a poco, se malea el juegOo4"

Waiting for the

committee“s decision has raised such tension that, at last.

no matter how the decision goes, having it over with will at
least restore some tranquility o' Juan readily accepts the
possibility that he may have been eliminated as a contender
because 11si probaramos en adelante a

levantar alguna de

esas cartas que no ensehamos o W , no me importarfa demasiadOo’H
An outside figure begins commanding increasing
importance in the family's conversationso1 References are
made to a Carles Ferrer, once a family acquaintance, now a
highly successful published scholar,'

For Juanita, he is the

father he would have had, a man worthy of much respect and a
constant source of inspiration for the boy's own goals,*

For

Juan, he is a contemporary scholar with whose thoughts and
theories he must be acquainted in order to prove to the com
mittee that he is keeping up to date in his field.

For

Mauro, he is a "contact” with which he. boasts acquaintance
ship, even to the point of asking Adela if he should ask
Ferrer to recommend her husband for the position.
Adela, Ferrer is something quite different,'

For

He is the carta

which she has kept most from her husband, and the source of
bitterness which gnaws away at her sister.
When the sisters8 mother died, Anita was given all
the authority of amita de casa by a father who favored her,f
When Carlos appeared as a suitor to Anita, Adela vengefully
came between them, determined to prove she was no longer a
child, and more of a woman than Anita,'

Consequently, both
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women lost M m J

A&ela8s marriage to Juan was another venge

ful movei she wanted to make Carlos realize what a helpmate
he had lost by becoming the influencing factor in Juan8s
life which would lead him to successo! But it is Carlos who
has succeeded in the world and Juan who has seemingly failed»
and she with him:
Me he marchitado aqufo sonando melamcolicamente
eon un amor seereto y vergonzos© que ya no podra'
cumplirse oS'o' y que es, sin embargo, la unica belleza de mi pobre vida&;
Since that time Anita has not spoken to Adela, keeping all
her resentment locked up insideV

But neither woman has

left; they stay because of their love for Juanito who,
although not Carlos8, is very much like him in spirit, and
perhaps in his chance for success in the world0!
Juanito, however, undergoes a mysterious change in
attitude after an interview that he and several of his
friends attend with the famous Ferrer o'
1 He purposely avoids
speaking to his mother of the interview, and shows a sudden
interest in how things are going with his f a t h e r H e even
offers his father his own copies of Ferrer”s two latest
books to study before the final interview
But all this comes too late to benefit Juan, who
receives a negative decision the next day o' More important
than the position, is Juan”s knowing how the news will be
received by his wife, and so, as a type of test, he lets her
think he has won*1 When her reaction shows no joy, but only
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stimned disbelief, it is his proof of what he has long
suspected; she lacks love for him, understanding„ and most
of all, faith in his own ability,,1 When Adela, believing he
has won, starts to belittle his victory by claiming credit
for an influential recommendation from Ferrer which she
thinks her brother obtained for her, the last card is
finally placed boca arriba/

For Juan, it brings the reali

zation that she married him without love, and that because
he was unsuccessful in proving that a man with her help
could achieve great things in the world, she has come to
hate him,

lather than trying to help, her attempt at get

ting a recommendation for him really showed how frightened
she was that he might wins
9?e asustaba,'1 Un marido que al fin demuestra sm
merit© ,v,' Intolerable idea, euamdo se ha tratado,
5durante la vida enterai, de conveneerle de lo contrario, de dominarlo,1 o*,5,1 Gon la reeomendacion todo
se arreglaba,5 Ganabas no era por mis meritos,1
Perdfa a pesar de ellas tendrfa que reconoeer mi
absolute mediooridadoWhile Juan sees that he has lost his wife forever
(if one can say that he ever really had her), he is con
scious of his son8s new respect,'

He guesses that while

Adela and he have been defrauding each other, Juanito has
seen and understood the situation better than they,*

Juanito

still wants to leave for the summer, and Juan is now in
agreement that he should go?

"Para un muchacho puede ser

fatal la vida junto a unos padres que le hayan defraudado,
Is el mundo quien debe, ahora eduearlo y salvarlo,"
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A&ela interprets this change of opinion as revenge
on Juan6s part and his attempt to win the hoy from her^

And

in truth, she seems to face abandonment by each member of
the family o’ Her sister is a ease long standings now her
husband and son find a new unity without hero4 Mauro8s
deception with the recommendation has alienated him, toe,
from her friendship^

Mauro leaves her with an interesting

thought as he departs, having been brusquely invited to
leave by Adelao', The birds9 songs, he says, which fill her
with such memories of happiness, are really not songs at
all, but gritoss
Gritan de terror,
El sol se va, y dudan.que
vuelva,' oo1,’ Tambien
tienes miedo, com© ellos, a
la garduna, o al milanoo1 0V 01 iGual es tu milano?
6Anita? <.0 solo tu eoncieneia? 60 aeaso o', ,, tu
conciencia y Anita son la misma cosa?
Adela realizes that her life has been a lie*'

She

has let herself dream of a man who has long since forgotten
her and, as a result, she has vengefully deprived a man of
the love and understanding that he needed so much,'

She is

left alone with Anita, the physical representation of her
conscience, just as Mauro has implied.

If both women could

lament their common loss (first Carlos, and now possibly
Juanito), it would bring them closer together,3 But they go
on, each resenting the other,1 If they are to be reconciled,
it is Anita who must pardon Adela but, as the play ends, it
seems evident that Anita is still not ready to do this,1 She
has been hurt too much and too long,'

She, a living
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representation of Adela8s consciences will go on living with
her in the tomb-like silence she has imposed, “asf toda la
vida011
For half of the characters, the problem of lack of
communication finds no solution,,1 Juan finds new communica
tion with his son, but any hope of the husband and wife
finding a new bond of understanding has been destroyed,
Juan was willing to try, very desirous of trying in fact,
until he discovered that there was no purpose to the
attempt; there was no love to base it on„
All of the characters of these last four plays
represent average people of the modern day world, caught up
in the existence of the time o’ That existence is one in
which man seems to struggle alone, so intent on his own
search for happiness that others matter less and less*

With

everyone involved in his own battle with the stark reality
of a materialistic world, he grows less aware of others8
needs, and less Interested in being aware.
These characters show, perhaps, the more human,
fallible side of human nature, and maybe the more tragic.
Yet Buero is presenting life as he interprets it, an inter
pretation on which we are to meditate, and he feels no
commitment to always resolve an unfortunate situation.

The

struggling persons of a mass society will not all meet the
same fortune, nor do they all searoh for the same things,
Many of them realize that, even though we try to gain what

we can from a materialistic world» there is something more
to be gained from the non-material things of life*

A young

man may dream of a successful career and of stepping out of
his drab work-a-day world» but finding someone to share that
dream is important to its fulfillment too (Historia 0v 0)o! A
husband may face financial ruin, but the discovery of his
wife's deep and lasting love, which he doubted before, may
give him the strength to make a fresh start (La Sehal <>o0)o;
People may have wild dreams of suddenly coming into money
and changing their dreary existences overnight<>' But when
those dreams are thwarted, the hopes of the human spirit
carry them on to face still another dreary day, and another
(Hoy es Fiesta)o'
These three elements— love, faith and hope— play an
important role in all of Buero8s plays and it is their
absence, or their misplacement, which causes the breakdown
of the family relationship in Las Cartas Boca Aba.iOo Adela
finds herself abandoned by her husband and son, and isolated
from her sister o’ There is no communication between them, no
bond of love or faith o! Las Cartas Boca Aba jo is unlike the
other plays of this chapter because it lacks that note of
hope at its termination.

The characters of the other works

are at least left with a feeling of hopefulness and, at
best, someone with whom to share that feeling,

Adela has no

one, and there is only a feeling of desperation,-
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Buero shows how man’s life is enriehed by these
elements of love, faith and hope, and their presence is
notably felt in the lives of all his characterso1 They are
the elements that make men dreamers and, hopefully,
achievers,'

CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion
As mentioned "before, Buero has often "been labeled a
tragedian and a pessimist o' These labels are offered bycritics who perceive only the dramatic conflict of man in a
concrete reality (where man is not usually the victor) and
who overlook the implications of a more important conflict
which occurs at a symbolic level o' In order to substantiate
the application of the term tragedian to Buero, one must
delve into his own definition of tragedy and consider his
use of the terminologyo1

3

Tragedy, for Buero Vallejo, involves the whole con
cept of lifeo"
1 His dramatic inspiration is founded in the
observation and recognition of universal elements in the
"human tragedy," tragedy in its broadest, most universal
sense?
Es la forma de teatro mas moral y positiva, porque es la forma mas autentica 'para conmover y
remover al espectador8 y para interesarle por 8el
insondable dolor humano „„o' aunque no encontremos en
ella moralejas ni frfos topicos de discursoo'^o
There are three points which Buero touches on in this state
ment which indicate something of the purpose he feels as a
p l a y w r i g h t T h e absence of morals ("aunque no encontremos o,o'
5601 Magana de Schevill, on* cito'n p. 52«'
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moralejas") amd. the emotional amd. intellectual involvement
of the spectator (“remover al espectador") will be discussed
later, it is the third which now commands our attention—

el

insondable dolor human©o"
As an ©bservers BUero perceives life's innate tragic
elements, feeling that same semtimiento trateico de la vida
that Unamuno describes, and which Buero himself admits as
having been an influence on his theatero1
^

As man searches

for a solution to life, he observes that which is around
him, that which is, for him, realityo1 Reflection on reality
results in a deep sense of anguish or g r i e f T h i s grief, or
dolor, is the result of his discontentment and dissatisfac
tion when confronted with his limitations»* His sense of
limitation and insignificance is painful because of the
realisation that, in his place in the universe, “tod© hombre, sin exeepeion, es mmy mezquinoo“^

Buero chooses to

dwell more on the sadnesses of life than on its joys because
life itself seems to d© the same,'

The playwright is inter

ested in the more truthful presentation of life.

He also

dwells on man's sorrows because suffering has an ennobling
effect bn. mans he becomes a more worthy figure to contem
plate dramatically,* This effect on mankind allows the play
wright more substance with which to embody his characters;
5 7 Jose Sanchez, o p ,1 citoV n,1 %v,
58,' Rosendo ROig, S, I,’, “Talante Tragico del Teatro
de Buero Valle.to," Hotas v Gomentarios, nJd,1, p,' 365,

"Solo el dolor pareee entregar motives para la emocion
perdurableo1"59
He does not emphasize the grievous side of life with
a pessimist”s eye? he has a sincere interest in trying to
present a candid vision of reality o' His purpose is schol
arly in that he uses his theater as a tool to explore the
mystery of life?

"Mi teatro es respuesta a esas permanentes

preguntas acerca del mundo y de la vida que me acompahano'11
But while he searches for an answer, he is never interested
in presenting a definite solution,'

Like the philosopher,

the playwright seeks an answer to a question which resolves
itself in the form of a new question o’* His work is an echo
of his own conscience, "una amorosa— a veces dura e insegura—
inquisieion de la prop!a y de la ajena vida real o1"^

Buero

continues writing as a form of inquiry or investigation, in
the hope that each time the question will Become clearer,
and that the answer will Be nearer realization,'
Buero”s concept of tragedy follows the ideas of
several other twentieth century playwrights in that he does
not accept the limitation of the terms “tragedy" and "tragic
hero” to just their classical sense,’ (His thinking here
might parallel that of Miller, Rice, Williams and others of

59o1
60,

C,’ Sainz de RoBles, loo, city
Rolg. on,1 cit,\ p,i 363,'

61,’ IB i d c p,1 364,'
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the American stage o'1)

Though he has in several plays treated

characters which would better fit the classicist8s require
ment for a tragic hero (Te.ledora de Suehos „ Las Meninas and
Sonador oara urn Pueblo). his many other efforts have been
concentrated on characters of the masses o* He finds that he
can still study the "alto y noble concept© de lo tragic© sin
salirse del estrict© marco de lo human© y de lo cotidianamente vital
The tragic, or at least its innate fundamental
elements— passion, death, man8s sense of destiny and fatal
ity, and his anguish caused by longing for and never achiev
ing the infinite— are imposed on an atmosphere and on
characters "de raf'z mundana, senoilla, humilde, popular, o oV,
a lo que solf-aaos llamar "tipos de sainete?8" ^

Buero

chooses the man of humble station because he represents the
uncountable class of EverymanJ

The creation of a character

becomes, in a sense, a representation of all of usV
Treatment of simple people, however, does not mean a
simple treatment^

Though Buero8s theatrical style might be

called unadorned, it is deceptively so,*

It has been said

that his growing popularity is due to a style which becomes
successively less adorned, "per© sin que esta sencillez

.62o1 Alfredo Marquerfe, review of His tori a de una
Escalera, cited in Teatro Esnahol (1.9^9-1960) (Madrid:
Aguilar,
de Ediclones, 1951)* Po1 95* /
63? Nicolas Gonzalez Buiz, loc, cito!
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menoscabe— al contrario, aumentandola— su veracldad y
hondurao11
The depth to which the critic refers results from
the dual level on which Buero presents a theme o' Each plot
idea can be studied from the viewpoint of concrete reality,
or examined for a more symbolic argumentof The "tragedy," or
what serves as the dramatic conflict in the concrete reality,
is defined by Buero as a conflict between necessity (the
limitations of the surroundings upon man) and liberty (free
will); the solution, nevertheless, does not result inexora
bly in favor of necessityo^5

That is, man’s own desires and

goals encounter the environmental limitations of reality, or
necessity^

The conflict of concrete reality can resolve

itself in favor of necessity when the environment proves
stronger than man o’ For example, Fernando and Urbano are
conquered by their surroundings (Historla o W ). Ignacio is
murdered (o'oV Ardiente Oscuridad) <, the lottery tickets of
dona Balbina expose her fraud (Boy es Fiesta)* and Juan
fails to gain the university chair (Las Cartas Boca Aba.io)oi^^
Man seems defeated by the surrounding world which serves as
an antagonistoj And so he is, if our consideration stops
64, Angel Fernandez-Santos, review of Las Meninas,
cited in Teatro Bsoahol (1960-1961) (Madrid: Aguilar,
1962), p,5 75o65»' Magana de Schevill, og/ cit,, p,! 53V
66 ,: IbidJ, P„:54,1
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there? M t for Buero» the conflict of the symbolic reality
i s more important o’
The juxtaposition of symbolism and realism within
the same work is not really a contradiction buta rather» an
even more truthful representation of the world in which we
live o! Says Buero s

"Una obra literaria debe ser simbolica

como lo es la vida misma cuando lo observamos con la ateticion M e n abiertao"^?

While the conflict at the concrete

level of reality tends to terminate in necessity8s favor„
the struggle at the symbolic level can be interpreted as
resolving in favor of liberty and free will o’ When man main
tains his liberty, he maintains the right to keep struggling
and to the suffering which accompanies that struggle if he
is to remain free o'
I have tried to show through my discussion of
Buero8s works that the main protagonists in one way or
another, without exception, do fit into a certain character
typeo*

Their common bond is their need and their desire to

struggle with life, to reach out to the unknown, the unat
tainable ='
The protagonist of Chapter Two is a man who began in
the masses, but he is made distinct from the rest by his
vision and foresight, a man whose dreams could serve as
goals for othersV

6?o;

I b i d ,%

The rest of his society becomes his

.p'ol, 5 2 ^
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antagonist 'beea'ase it cannot comprehends or share, or feel
the need of his vision, his dream of something greater^

But

this "brand of individual keeps dreaming, keeps struggling
toward his goal, not relinquishing his right to pursue that
dream, even as the opposition becomes o v e r p o w e r i n g T h i s
struggle seems best expressed in the character of Ignacio in
In la Ardiente Qscuridad where, like the phoenix, even after
Ignacio8s death, his rebellious ideas and dreams begin tak=>
ing form again in the heart and soul of his murderer o’
1 The
same defiant characteristics are also evident in Esquilache6s
dream for a nation (Sohador

), in Velazquez8s defense of

his art (Las Meninas), and in David8s insistence on musi=>
cianly achievement (11 Q oncierto

,

The woman,of Chapter Three is a dreamer too, but her
dreams are not goals which involve her in a direct conflict
with her e n v i r o n m e n t T h e r e is no antagonism between the
two,5 Since the protagonist seeks that which does not exist
(or no longer exists) in her surrounding reality, her con
tinuing search results in her passing into another world, a
world of dreams where her hopes will be satisfied,,1 Reality
has robbed each of the womens

Penelope (Te.iedora

and

Amalia (Madrugada) of the men they truly loved, Irene
(o',3,' el Tesoro) of the chance to have a child,,'

The world of

illusion to which each woman escapes allows her to go on
dreaming of fulfillment, even if that fulfillment is to come
only in an afterlife^
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In Chapter Four the protagonist seems of less eonse~
quence0s He is not one, but many o' He is not distinct from
the mass, but only one small part of it,- We see a strug
gling group rather than a strong individual o' From time to
time we do meet and get involved with individual characters
and problems, but the general overall picture is one of mass
struggled

There is still the consciousness, however, of

conflict between man and his environment— even though the
emphasis shifts now from one man against one society (viewed
as a whole body), to all men against all others in that
societyo1 It is not always a question of gaining ground;
sometimes the struggle is very costly just to remain sta
tionary

And whether man meets with success or failure he

must maintain the conflict, or be engulfed by the sea of
others struggling to take his placeof
The people represented in these three groupings show
three characteristics of mankind, three traits that have
strong influence on man's character o' Man searches after at
least three things in this worlds

the fulfillment of his

own ideals j love, and material gain o' He struggles for
material wealth because it is a physical necessity, a demand
made on him for his very existence by our materialistic
societyo^

His search for love answers a spiritual as well as

physical needo"

A man's ideals, or his dreams, answer a

spiritual, perhaps even an aesthetic need in his soul^
Sometimes to maintain them in the face of opposition is very

difficult,, but a strong-willed man who firmly believes in
what he is doing„ seeks after and clings to his own, deter
mined not to relinquish what is so intimately his, no matter
what the c o s W

Man struggles after these things because

they are basic needs, and whether he succeeds or fails, the
important aspect for the playwright is that man never relin
quish his right to keep on struggling»

CHBOtoOGICAL LISTING OF THE PLAYS
DISCUSSED IN THIS THESIS

First Performance
lo1 Historla de una Escalera

October 1^9 19^9

2 o' Palabras en la Arena

December 19» 19^9

3 o' En la Ardlente Oseurldad

December 1, 1950

4o

January 11, 1952

La Tejedora de Suenos

So1 La Serial que se Espera

Hay 12, 1952

6 o' Madrugada

December 9* 1953

7 o' Irene o el Tesoro

December 14, 1954

8 o' Hoy es Fiesta

September 20, 1956

9 o' Las Cartas Boca Aba jo

November 5» 1957

10 o' Un Sonador para m
11

Pueblo

Las lenlnas

December 18, 1958
December 9» I960

12 o' El Conclerto de San Ovidio

November 16, 1962

13o' Aventura en lo Gris

October 1, 1963
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